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EXPLANATORY NOTE
Regenerate Christchurch’s Letter of Expectations from the Mayor of Christchurch and the Minister
supporting Greater Christchurch Regeneration requests that Regenerate Christchurch assess the
feasibility of constructing an open water course suitable for international water sports events in the
Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor Regeneration Area (Area).
The purpose of this study is to identify and assess a range of options for construction of an open water
course within the Area including options suitable for international water sports events. This study
does not make any recommendations as to which option / options should be included in the
Regeneration Plan that is being developed for the Area.
This study considers the feasibility of 30 different design options for development of a flatwater facility
in the Area. The options range from 2.2km flatwater facilities that meet FISA (world rowing)
specifications, to 1.1km flatwater facilities suitable for hosting international dragon boating, waka ama,
triathlon and other water sports events. It also includes some options for smaller recreational sized
flatwater facilities.
Some of the options identified in this study affect privately owned properties within the Area.
Regenerate Christchurch has attempted to contact, visit and support all these private property owners
ahead of publishing this study.
Note that no assumption has been made that a flatwater facility suitable for international water sports
events will be included in the final Regeneration Plan for the Area.
The information contained in this study will be used to inform the development of an Indicative Business
Case (IBC) for a flatwater facility in the Area.
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1. Executive summary
A Regeneration Plan for the Area is being developed by Regenerate Christchurch. This area covers
approximately 602 hectares and encompasses 5,442 former residential red zone properties, along with
a number of parks, roads and other land, including some private property. (Refer Appendix B).
The joint Letter of Expectations for Regenerate Christchurch that was sent to the Chair of Regenerate
Christchurch from the Mayor of Christchurch and Minister supporting Great Christchurch Regeneration
dated 14 April 20161 requests that Regenerate Christchurch assess the feasibility of an open water
course suitable for international water sports events being constructed in the residential red zone. This
study considers a wide range of design options including facilities suitable for international, domestic or
local water sports events. Sports that have been considered include rowing, canoeing, waka ama,
dragon boating and triathlon, and other water-based sports.
The information contained in this study will be used to inform the development of an Indicative Business
Case (IBC) for a flatwater facility in the Area and the overall development of the draft Regeneration Plan.
No assumption has been made that a flatwater sport and recreation facility will be included in the final
Regeneration Plan for the Area.
This investigation has been undertaken by a project team drawn from Tonkin and Taylor, Boffa Miskell,
Eliot Sinclair, Mahaanui Kurataiao (MKT), WT Partnerships, and Regenerate Christchurch, with input
from technical experts from Ōtākaro Limited, Christchurch City Council and Canterbury Regional
Council. It has concluded that construction of a flatwater facility suitable for hosting international
flatwater sporting events in the Area is technically feasible.
Each option explored in this study presents environmental and cultural issues to resolve and identifies
that there are relative advantages and disadvantages between the design options. Ecological and
construction issues are the most significant, with some options raising major environmental and traffic
effects. All options will require very large construction traffic volumes over an extended period of time
to dispose of the surplus excavated material. Some of the options impact on privately owned properties
within the Area.
At this stage, further work is required to determine if any of the options will retain swimmable water
quality status over time, but all (in and out of river) will meet secondary contact recreation standard.
Peer reviews of the findings of this study have been completed by two contractors and a
multidisciplinary engineering consultancy to ensure the findings are robust.
Options presented in this feasibility study offering a 2km-long competition course separate from the
Ōtākaro Avon River and suitable for all flatwater sports events range in expected cost from $125m to
$289m with up to $43m of additional cost to dispose of the excavated material if no disposal site is
found within the Area.
An in-river option that offers a significant upgrade to the Kerr’s Reach section of the river to provide a
2km-long course is estimated at $125m, with an additional cost of up to $37m to dispose of the
excavated material.
1

http://www.regeneratechristchurch.nz/assets/Uploads/regenerate-christchurch-letter-of-expectations-14april-2016.pdf
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Three in river options that reinstate the river width to pre-quake conditions have been considered with
two options providing a 5km reach for training.
These two options are estimated at $25M and $44M.
A 1km-long course will provide competition facilities for all flat water sports except rowing (i.e. dragon
boating, waka ama, kayaking and canoeing, triathlon). The cost of these options range in expected cost
from $57m to $87m with an additional cost of up to $34m to dispose of the excavated material.
A smaller flatwater facility can take many forms and will cost in the region of $12m to $47m depending
on location.
Disposal of surplus excavated material is a key cost and environmental issue to consider, with up to
2.3m3 of fill (with 465,000 truck movements) to be managed. There are parts in the Area where there is
space to place the fill, however there are significant environmental and landscape impacts of such
significant land forming which should not be underestimated.
Consideration has been given to using the fill to support preparation of stable residential platforms as
part of a parallel study into the feasibility of development. This study has indicated that up to 0.72m m3
of the excavated fill may be disposed of within the Area. Under this scenario up to 1.5-2.5m m3 of surplus
material may need to be disposed of further afield, increasing the cost of construction.
The next step is for an Indicative Business Case to be undertaken to assess the demand for such a facility,
the optimum size and location to meet that demand and whether that proposal offers value for money.
The shortlist of options will then be considered in the overall options being considered for the future
use of the entire Area.
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2. Purpose of this feasibility study
The purpose of this study is to provide information on the technical feasibility (buildability and costings)
of a range of options for a flatwater facility suitable for water sports events in the Area.
The information contained in this report will be used to inform the development of an Indicative
Business Case for a flatwater facility in the Area. The Indicative Business Case will recommend a
preferred way forward that best meets current and future demand for flatwater sport and recreation
facilities in the Area.
The preferred way forward presented in the Indicative Business Case will be included in a long list of
potential uses considered in the overall Programme Business Case for the Area. All potential uses will
be assessed against land use assessment criteria developed through engagement with the community
and partners to identify a short list of potential future use options.
No assumption has been made that a flatwater sport and recreation facility suitable for hosting water
sports events will be included in the final Regeneration Plan for the Area.

2.1

Scope

The scope of this feasibility study includes:
•
•
•
•
•

2.2

Summarising the current situation in the Area as it relates to construction of a flatwater facility;
Identifying a range of options for a flatwater sporting and recreational facility suitable for
hosting international, regional and local sporting events;
Summarising the key considerations and cost components of each design option;
Development of optimistic, realistic and pessimistic rough order costs estimates of each design
option; and
A preliminary comparative assessment of the technical matters relating to each design option.

Limitations

The scope of this study does not include undertaking detailed site-specific analysis of land conditions
and constraints in the Area. This study also excludes consideration of the suitability of locations outside
of the Area.

2.3

Methodology and approach

A Technical Design Options Workshop comprising a number of appropriately-qualified experts was
convened on the 23rd, 24th and 25th of January 2017 to develop outline designs and identify key
technical considerations for a long list of options for a flatwater facility in the Area. From this work,
design concepts and rough order costs for each of the long list design options has been developed by a
project team drawn from Tonkin and Taylor, Boffa Miskell, Eliot Sinclair, WT Partnerships, and
Regenerate Christchurch, with input from technical experts from Ōtākaro Limited, Christchurch City
Council and Canterbury Regional Council.
These options and methodologies have been peer reviewed by Brian Perry Contractors, City Care/John
Fillmore Contractors Joint Venture and Aurecon Consulting Engineers. These are included as Appendix
G.
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2.4

Assumptions

Development of the design options was based on a number of working assumptions contained in
Appendix A.
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3. Background
3.1

Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor Regeneration Plan

Following on from the disestablishment of the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority (CERA) in
April 2016, Regenerate Christchurch became responsible for leading regeneration of the Christchurch
district in accordance with the Greater Christchurch Regeneration Act 2016.
Along the Ōtākaro Avon River corridor approximately 450 hectares of land was identified as residential
red zone following the Canterbury earthquakes. Clearing this land of dwellings and related structures
has had a profound effect on communities, businesses, infrastructure and the environment in the area.
The future of the Area (including the former residential red zone) and the contribution this land could
make to the regeneration of greater Christchurch is therefore an important issue for the people and
communities of greater Christchurch.
A single Regeneration Plan is being developed for the Area. The Regeneration Plan will be known as the
Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor Regeneration Plan (Plan) and will apply to the area identified on the
Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor Regeneration Area map provided in Appendix B.

3.2

Ngāi Tūāhuriri Mana Whenua

Ngāi Tahu are tangata whenua of most of the South Island and hold ancestral and contemporary
relationships with the land, waters and natural resources of Canterbury. Ngāi Tahu are a Treaty Partner
of the Crown.
Ngāi Tūāhuriri is one of the primary hapū of Ngāi Tahu and hold mana whenua (customary authority)
over the Ōtākaro Avon River catchment. Ngāi Tūāhuriri is represented by Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tūāhuriri
– one of 18 papatipu rūnanga that comprise the contemporary structure of Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu. Te
Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu is recognised as the iwi authority over Canterbury and much of the South Island
in the Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu Act 1996 (TRoNT Act).
The contemporary structure of Ngāi Tahu is set down in the TRoNT Act and the takiwā of Te Ngāi
Tūāhuriri Rūnanga is described in the Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu (Declaration of Membership) Order 2001
as centering on “… Tūāhiwi and extends from the Hurunui to Hakatere, sharing an interest with
Arowhenua Rūnanga northwards to Rakaia, and thence inland to the Main Divide.”2
As mana whenua Ngāi Tūāhuriri has a general interest in all matters relating to the rebuild of Ōtautahi
Christchurch and the use of the natural and physical resources within its takiwā. There is particular
interest in activities that involve waterways and areas where Ngāi Tūāhuriri settlement, occupation and
mahinga kai is, or was, concentrated. Ngāi Tūāhuriri support developments which are consistent with
their values and encourage developers to recognise and where appropriate incorporate Ngāi Tūāhuriri
history, values and association with the area into developments.
A report on the cultural values of the Area has been prepared by Te Ngāi Tūāhuriri Rūnanga and
Mahaanui Kurataiao for Regenerate Christchurch to support the development of the Ōtākaro Avon River

2

http://www.legislation.govt.nz/regulation/public/2001/0200/latest/whole.html
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Corridor Regeneration Plan. The report is discussed in the Areas of Cultural Significance section of this
study and has been used to inform the comparative technical assessment.
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4. Key considerations
4.1

Site layout planning

A range of options for a flatwater sporting and recreational facility suitable for hosting international,
regional and local sporting events have been considered as part of this feasibility study. This section of
the study:
•
•

Identifies a range of design options and associated long and cross-sections (refer Appendix C);
and
Describes the attributes of each design option.

4.1.1 Options suitable for Fédération Internationale des Sociétés d'Aviron (FISA) sanctioned
international rowing events
A number of locations within the Area suitable for accommodating FISA sanctioned international rowing
events have been considered. The course dimensions are as follows:

•
•
•

Minimum: 2100m x 113.5m wide, based on 8 x 12.5m lanes and 1 x 13.5m movement lane
beside the course (noted as special circumstances only).
Standard: 2120m x 135m wide, based on 8 x 13.5m lanes and 1 x 13.5m movement lane on each
side of the course.
Optimum: 2200m x 162m wide, based on 8x 13.5m lanes and 1 x 27m movement lane on each
side of the course.

These options are also suitable for international triathlon, canoe and kayak, dragon boating and waka
ama events.
4.1.2 Other design options suitable for hosting international, regional and local events
A number of design options suitable for hosting other international flatwater sport events have been
considered. This includes canoe and kayak racing, waka ama, dragon boating, triathlon and masters
rowing events. The facilities required to host these events are between 700m and 1100m in length. A
number of smaller recreational flatwater bodies have also been included as part of this feasibility study.
While most options are within the Area as consistent with the scope outlined in the Outline for the
Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor Regeneration Plan, options which require additional land from outside the
Area has also been considered, where required to meet FISA world rowing standards.
The long list design options identified as part of this feasibility study including, site layout plans, long
sections and cross-sections are provided in Appendix C.

4.2

Operational levels and cross-section

A key factor in the design of an artificial waterbody is establishing the operational water level and the
depth of water. This influences a range of key matters including earthworks volume, relationship to
groundwater, the need for lining, flood risk and dam management provisions. These matters all
influence the overall cost of works. The following section sets out the key design assumptions which
have been made in respect of these considerations.

4.3

Depth of water

Determining the appropriate water depth is a balance between the depth being too shallow and
allowing excessive algal growth and macrophytes to establish in the base of the waterbody, and the
Technical Feasibility Study: Flatwater Facility
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depth being too deep, increasing the risk of stratification. For the purposes of this study, and based on
previous assessments of artificial lakes, a 4m water depth is considered optimum and has been adopted
for the purposes of this study.
The three in river upgrade options allow for a 1.5m water depth to enable training all tides.

4.4

Operational water level

The operational water level is a key parameter in the design of a waterbody. The options for maintaining
an operational water level include raising the water level above the surrounding ground level or
groundwater, or matching the existing natural groundwater level.
Raising the operational water level above the surrounding natural groundwater means that the
waterbody must be lined with natural clays or geosynthetic liner (usually a geotextile bentonite
sandwich liner). Raising the water level will reduce the volume of earthworks required, however the
liner will need to be either laid in the groundwater or the water impounded up to 4m above ground
level.
Raising the operational water level above the natural groundwater is not considered feasible because
of the difficultly of maintaining the integrity of the liner (ensuring it does not leak excessively), the cost
of its installation, and the risk posed of a dam break when impounding water.
For these reasons, the options developed all involve establishing the operational water level at the
natural groundwater level.

4.5

Flood protection

The presence of a waterbody in the lower reaches of the catchment will make no practical difference to
the flood water level from the tidal and fluvial flooding from the Ōtākaro Avon River. This is because
water levels in the lower reaches of the Ōtākaro Avon River are determined by the tide level and so
additional storage in the Area will be filled by the incoming tide.
To avoid flood waters from the river entering a waterbody too frequently and affecting water quality,
the design options developed have allowed for a stopbank to prevent inundation from the river in
events larger than the 10 year ARI3 event.
In addition, to address the fluvial and tidal flood risk from the Ōtākaro Avon River, a stopbank set at the
200 year ARI protection level (12.3m RL4) is included around the side of the waterbody closest to
residential properties. Further development of the design may conclude that the riverside stopbank
could be more cost effectively raised to 12.3m RL.

3
4

ARI – Average Recurrence Interval
RL – Reduced Level
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4.6

Geotechnical

4.6.1 Overview of geotechnical hazards
There are two key geotechnical hazards in the Area, both relating to earthquake-induced liquefaction
that will need to be addressed:
•

Ground failure due to liquefaction occurring at a shallow depth below the ground surface. This
can result in ejection of liquefied soil, ground settlement, and loss of load-bearing capacity and
uplift of underground infrastructure.

•

Lateral spreading, where the ground moves sideways downslope or towards a free face such as
a river channel or terrace.

Additionally, much of the Area has a low load-bearing capacity and the potential to gradually settle over
time. Geotechnical conditions in the residential red zone land within the Area have been summarised
and included in Appendix D.
4.6.2 Ground treatment considerations
Construction of both in river and out of river design options, and any required diversion of the Ōtākaro
Avon River will create new free faces. The potential for lateral spread which could affect existing
buildings and homes within the Area and in surrounding areas will need to be managed through suitable
ground treatment.
In order to mitigate land damage due to lateral spread, it has been assumed that the edges of a
waterbody will need to be restrained laterally using stone columns or Geogrid. There are alternative
ground remediation approaches available, including deep soil mixing, which are likely to be a similar
cost and risk profile as stone columns. For the purposes of this study, cost estimates have been based
on the use of stone columns.
The location, width and depth of ground improvements varies from site to site due to variation in ground
conditions and the distance to neighbouring properties. The lower limit is 10m wide x 10m deep, with
the upper limit being 30m wide x 10m deep.
It also includes a reduced width that may be possible if significant facility edge and embankment damage
is tolerable in respect to earthquake shaking. In some cases there is no reduction shown because of the
impact that ground deformation would have on land both outside and adjacent to the Area, and arterial
roads.
Ground treatment considerations for each option have been mapped and are detailed in Appendix D.
This includes the estimated width of ground improvement required.

4.7

Groundwater

The following section provides an overview of the groundwater system in the vicinity of the Area and
key considerations.
4.7.1 Geology
The Christchurch formation comprises sand associated with the marine and eolian dune deposits and
fine silt and sands that are underlying the surficial materials, while the Springston formation comprises
alluvial gravels, sands and silt. Generally, the Christchurch formation is characterised as the surface
confining layer which acts to confine the Riccarton Gravel aquifer.
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Underlying the Christchurch and Springston formations are a sequence of gravel layers interbedded with
low permeable layers comprising marine derived sand, silt, clay, and peat associated with past climatic
cycles (i.e. glacial and interglacial climatic episodes) to a depth of approximately 430m (Brown, 1998).
Figure 1 shows a conceptual model of the Christchurch aquifer system.

Figure 1 Christchurch aquifer system

The surficial material to the western end of the Area (closest to Christchurch central city) is typically
comprised of alluvial overbank silt and sand deposits. The geological logs of shallow investigation wells
indicate the shallow material consists of sand and silts with the occasional gravel deposit.
The surficial material towards the eastern end of the Area (closest to the Avon/Heathcote Rivers’ Ihutai
Estuary) is within an area of sand material associated with dune deposits, with silt and peat associated
with the partially drained lagoon. The geological logs of shallow investigation wells indicate that the
shallow material consists of sandy silt in the upper 3–4m of the profile, underlain by sand material
(Canterbury Geotechnical Database 18 April 2016).
4.7.2 Groundwater
The Christchurch confined aquifer system comprises a series of confined aquifers which are separated
by low permeable layers of silt, clay, and peats.
The first confined aquifer, the Riccarton Gravels, is typically found at 25–45m depth in the vicinity of the
Area, and exhibits a pressure head that is typically 1–2m above ground surface (i.e. artesian). Within
the Christchurch and Springston formation deposits the groundwater pressure head is not typically
artesian.
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The construction of an out of river flatwater facility within the Area will result in the excavation depth
intercepting the groundwater table that is contained within the Springston formation. The shallow
groundwater levels were measured during the installation of geotechnical investigation wells (following
the Canterbury earthquakes). Review of the data shows that the shallow investigation wells did not
encounter artesian conditions.
The shallow groundwater levels within the Area are typically between 1–2m below ground level. There
are some parts of the Area where groundwater is less than 1m below ground level. These areas coincide
with a lower ground elevation (i.e. Horseshoe Lake, ANZAC Drive, Hockey Lane).
4.7.3 Potential effects
The construction and operation of a flatwater facility may affect the shallow groundwater system and
interaction with the Ōtākaro Avon River. However, these effects are likely to be limited to areas
immediately surrounding the flatwater body, as groundwater flows in the water table are considered to
be very slow. Seepage losses into realigned sections of the Ōtākaro Avon River would also need to be
considered; these are likely to be negligible provided the operational water level is set at the same level
as the shallow groundwater.
Potential effects on the deep confined aquifer system are considered to be contingent on the volume
of water that is abstracted for inflows to a potential flatwater facility. However, the reported yields from
the existing potable wells indicate that a bore field could be designed to provide for a facility.

4.8

Water quality in the waterbody

This section provides a brief overview of the main sources of water that could be used to supply in river
and out of river facilities, the quality of that water, and the likely residence time associated with inflows
and outflows. Primary contact recreation is required for swimming sports, while secondary contact
recreation standards are suitable for boat sports.
For the purposes of this feasibility study, all out of river facilities are assumed to be fed by the confined
aquifer system however there is a possibility that this could be supplemented by river water. In river
facilities would be subject to the quality of the water contained in the Ōtākaro Avon River.
4.8.1

Water quality of the Ōtākaro Avon River

The water quality of the Ōtākaro Avon River has been measured regularly since 2005 at Kerr’s Reach
(SQ30601). Results of the sampling indicate that E. coli concentrations in the vicinity of Kerr’s Reach
frequently exceeds the red action level/guideline value for primary contact recreation of 550 cfu/100ml
(MfE 2003).5 The primary source of the microbial contamination is understood to be associated with
waterfowl nesting in the lower Ōtākaro Avon River.
On the basis of the elevated concentrations of microbial contamination in the Ōtākaro Avon River, in
river facilities or the diversion of river water into an out of river facility is unlikely to meet the Ministry
for the Environment’s recreational contact guidelines and be suitable for swimming without treatment.6
However it meets secondary recreation standard (<1000 cfu/100ml) except after very heavy rainfall.

5

http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/fresh-water/microbiological-water-quality-guidelines-marine-andfreshwater-0
6
http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/fresh-water/microbiological-water-quality-guidelines-marine-andfreshwater-0
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4.8.2

Groundwater quality

The water quality of the deep confined aquifers (Aquifers 1 to 5+) is very good. Canterbury Regional
Council monitoring reports for the Christchurch confined aquifer system in the east of the city (Hayward,
2002, Environment Canterbury, 2011) indicate low nitrogen concentrations (<1 mg/L), no E. coli, low
metal concentrations, and low dissolved oxygen. Groundwater quality in Aquifer 0 is also likely to be
good though it is more at risk from contamination from up-gradient (west) land use activities.
The confined aquifer system could potentially provide inflows to an out of river facility via a series of
artesian wells. Further work is required to determine the inflow rate which would provide the desired
water quality outcome and the effect of that abstraction. Initial work has been undertaken by Aqua link
on behalf of East Lake Trust, however further work is required.
4.8.3 Maintaining water quality in the waterbody
The proposed depth of 4m for an out of river waterbody combined with exposure to wind, means that
the water column is unlikely to become thermally stratified; however, the mixing of water throughout
the full depth of the water column will be important to maintain water quality (Guidelines for Artificial
Lakes 2012).7
The interconnection between microbial activity, nutrients and organic matter, aquatic plants and
phytoplankton (algae), and dissolved oxygen concentrations is critical to maintaining a healthy lake
system. Groundwater sourced from the confined aquifers is low in dissolved oxygen, therefore artificial
aeration of the incoming groundwater may be required if groundwater is the primary water source.
Provision for this is a low cost addition to the headworks.
Water residence time is also critical in maintaining water quality. Shorter residence time results in
higher water quality. For example, Lake Pegasus in northwest Christchurch is fed by shallow
groundwater. It also receives inflows from the Pegasus Town stormwater network. During low flow
conditions (i.e. groundwater base flow), the discharge from the lake via the two v-notch weirs is in the
order of 10-20 L/s, with the mean residence time of more than one year. Water quality in Lake Pegasus
is variable, affected by the high concentrations of iron in the shallow groundwater and in recent times
has suffered from blue-green algae blooms.
Due to nutrient loading in the river, in river options will need to have a significantly lower residence
time to minimise the risk of algal bloom.
Mechanical methods of controlling nuisance weed growth are likely to be required for in river options
as they are currently done. In addition, controlling waterfowl numbers in the surrounding area will likely
be required to manage nutrient and coliform levels. However, it is expected that the volume of wildfowl
on the larger options may be too great to ensure that primary contact recreation water quality is able
to be provided consistently.
As such, a combination of aquifer abstraction, aeration and wildfowl management is likely to be
required to manage water quality. However, for the larger flatwater facilities, unless a comprehensive
culling approach is taken, primary contact recreation water quality (i.e. swimming) may not be achieved
due to the likely high number of water fowl. Further detailed analysis is required.

7

View Envirolink’s reports and publications on their website: http://www.envirolink.govt.nz/
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4.9

Infrastructure

The impact of the long list design options on significant in-service and out-of-service infrastructure has
been considered as part of this feasibility study. It has been assumed that assets currently within the
lake foot print of a design option would need to be moved as keeping the assets under a facility would
present an unacceptable access and maintenance costs and risk of failure.
Infrastructure in the Area (stormwater, water supply, wastewater and roading) has been mapped by
Christchurch City Council and has been included in Appendix E.
This section summarises key infrastructure considerations.
4.9.1 Water supply
The water supply network in the Area has already been greatly reduced from its pre-earthquake extent.
This means that there are fewer significant assets which need to be accommodated in the construction
of a flatwater body in this Area, however there are several water mains no larger than 200mm in
diameter which would require re-routing to accommodate options. The cost of this work is allowed for
in the estimates.
Due to the nature of Christchurch’s water supply network, it is reasonably adaptable to changes in
configuration. Water supply services may be affected if construction of an out of river waterbody cuts
through, or is situated on top of, existing local water supply pipelines which feed nearby residential
areas. This would require the construction of new water supply infrastructure to restore the
connectivity and capacity between affected areas and the wider water supply network.
Pipe assets located in excavation areas will require removal and appropriate disposal while in other
areas the pipes may be abandoned. If pipelines near the facility boundary are cut off by removal of
assets within the facility area the installation of a small loop main or a fire hydrant may be required to
avoid dead end mains.
4.9.2 Wastewater
The impact on wastewater services within the Area has been considered as part of this feasibility study.
Within the footprint of both in river and out of river design options, the existing wastewater assets such
as pump stations, rising mains and local pipeline networks and manholes will need to be abandoned
and new pump stations and associated assets constructed to capture and divert wastewater flows. A
number of the design options intersect existing trunk and rising main systems, which will require
rerouting. Suitable allowances have been included in the cost estimates.
4.9.3 Transport
A number of the design options impact transport links in east Christchurch and surrounding areas. This
section summarises key transport considerations associated with construction of a new water body and
provides a high level overview of transport management aspects including:
•
•
•

Description of existing transport environment;
Effects on transport network of design options;
Other considerations.
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4.9.4

Existing transport environment

State Highway 74 (Anzac Drive) which is managed by the New Zealand Transport Agency crosses the
Area. All other roads in the area are managed by Christchurch City Council. The operation of the road
network is planned and managed under a roading hierarchy system. Each road is classified with respect
to its key traffic function and roles in accessing the surrounding land use. The current classifications
include major arterials, minor arterials, collectors, local roads and service lanes with the higher-ranked
roads providing for the greatest level of through movement with a minimum access function, and vice
versa for local roads.
The present road and access network in the Area is described as follows, with mapping included in
Appendix E.
Major arterials
The major arterial network in the area comprises State Highway 74 (SH74) and Pages Road.
SH74 is the major arterial road, forming part of the Christchurch City Ring Road Network. The ring road
is designed to provide good access around the perimeter of Christchurch and also direct access to the
Lyttelton Port for heavy commercial traffic from points north. It is also part of the over dimension route
around Christchurch. The specific elements of SH74 in the project area include Travis Road to the north
of the site, and Anzac Drive to the east.
Pages Road is located further south and provides a strategic connection from the eastern suburbs back
towards the southern edge of the city, eventually linking to SH76 Brougham Street in Waltham via
Buckleys, Aldwins and Ensors Roads.
Minor arterials
The minor arterial network includes New Brighton Road, Wainoni Road and Woodham Road. New
Brighton Road generally runs east-west along the northern bank of the Ōtākaro Avon River connecting
the New Brighton and Shirley activity centres.
Wainoni Road travels in an approximate north-south orientation on the eastern side of the city,
connecting the suburbs of Wainoni and New Brighton. Woodham Road is a key east-west link through
Avonside providing a connection between Pages Road and Fitzgerald Avenue on the eastern edge of the
city centre.
Collector roads
Collector roads function as local spine roads distributing local traffic between neighbourhood areas and
the arterial road network. The collector roads in and around the study area include Avondale Road,
Avonside Drive, Bassett Street, Breezes Road, Burwood Road, Gayhurst Road, Lake Terrace Road,
Locksley Avenue, McBratneys Road, North Avon Road, North Parade, Retreat Road, River Road,
Stanmore Road and Swanns Road.
Local roads
Local roads make up the balance of the roads in the Area and predominantly serve residents in local
neighbourhoods. The role and use of a number of these roads will require a review with regards to the
traffic demands in the Area.
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4.9.5 Potential effects on the transport network
A mapping exercise has identified the potential impact of the design options on major and minor
arterials, collector roads and local roads. The impact of each of the design options is outlined in Section
5 of this report. Further investigation of the extent of upgrades will be required for any option that
advances for more detailed consideration.
The impact on residents in the east of Christchurch and on the wider transport network has also been
considered.
•

Gayhurst–Gloucester: Severing the Gayhurst–Gloucester collector road link would result in
additional travel time for residents living in Dallington and would have a significant impact on
the accessibility of the transport network.

•

Retreat–Patten–Cowlishaw–Avonside: The impact of closing Retreat–Patten–Cowlishaw–
Avonside is not considered to be as significant as the Gayhurst–Gloucester link, with the existing
Woodham Road located nearby providing for east–west travel movements.

•

Wainoni Road: Severing this minor arterial link will have a significant impact on service
resilience and loss of service for east Christchurch.
New Brighton Road: Severing the east–west New Brighton Road will have a significant transport
impact. There are alternative routes that could be used, such as Horseshoe Lake Road/Lake
Terrace Road, or Gayhurst Road/Avonside Drive but they are not as direct and would also need
upgrading to take the additional traffic. The upgrades will also affect local communities.
Modelling has shown that severing New Brighton Road will also increase traffic on State
Highway 74 (QEII Drive) causing longer delays on this important major arterial. Bridging over a
lake is also likely to be cost prohibitive. WTP have estimated the dis-benefits at $27 million. The
QTP Modelling report also states that there are negligible changes in delays, thus none of the
delays are considered to be significant, and where delays occur, a high level of services is usually
maintained.
Bassett–Avondale: The impact of severing the Bassett–Avondale Road link including the
Avondale Bridge will result in some additional travel time for residents living in the Burwood
area and would have a significant impact on the transport network.

•

•

4.9.6 Other considerations
Walking and cycling
Bikes can use most roads but there are few separate safe cycleway facilities in this Area. The Avon–
Ōtākaro major cycleway route is proposed through the Area (alongside the Ōtākaro Avon River)
between the central city and New Brighton.
Bus Services
The impact on bus services currently operating in the Area should be considered and amendments made
to routes if necessary. These currently include:
•
•
•
•

Yellow line (Y) that runs along Pages Road;
Lincoln/Parklands (80) that runs along Wainoni Road;
Hillmorton / Southshore (60) that runs along Lake Terrace and New Brighton Road;
Orange Line (O) that runs along New Brighton Road; and
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•

Shirley (44) that runs along Gayhurst Road.

4.9.7 Utilities
A number of the proposed design options may impact existing utilities including telecommunications
and power within the Area. This includes utilities originally constructed to service properties within the
Area and trunk systems that pass through the Area to service surrounding suburbs outside the Area.
While removal of local utility services is possible, a number of utility services may require sectional loop
linkage along the perimeter of out of river design options to ensure properties outside the Area remain
connected the network. Major trunk links that intersect out of river design options will also require
rerouting.
Telecommunications
A number of the design options may impact underground fibre optic cables and large format copper
communications cables in the Area. Known services are summarised as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A 66kV line and Enable fibre optic cable along Gayhurst Road;
A Transpower and Enable fibre optic along Avonside Drive;
A Chorus fibre optic cable along the Gayhurst Road;
A Chorus large copper cable along Avonside Drive;
A Chorus fibre optic cable along Linwood Avenue;
A large copper cable along New Brighton Road to Burwood Road;
A fibre optic cable along New Brighton Road to Bassett Road;
A fibre optic cable along Brooker Ave.

Further investigation would be required to confirm appropriate measures to address or manage the
impact on utilities of each design option.
Electricity
Existing zone substations and high voltage overhead lines situated within the Area are of most
significance. A number of the design options have both visible overhead LV cabling and largely
underground 11KVa high voltage cabling within their footprints. Orion have recently installed a 66KVa
cable
along
Gayhurst
Road.
Any
relocation
would
incur
major
cost.

4.10

Contaminated land

The construction of a flatwater facility in the Area has the potential to disturb soil that contains
contaminants. This may include soil impacted by historical horticultural activities, fuel retail sites
(underground storage tanks), closed landfills, other land use activities that store or use hazardous
substances, or soil impacted from demolition of buildings that contain asbestos materials. Additionally,
there are some sites that are not listed on the Hazardous Activities and Industries List (HAIL) which,
when investigated, have exhibited elevated levels of lead, zinc, and occasionally arsenic.
A review of available information indicates that parts of the Area are listed on the Canterbury Regional
Council HAIL register. A GIS layer of the HAIL sites was used to identify potentially contaminated sites.
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In addition, work undertaken by Tonkin & Taylor for Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority (CERA)
following the Canterbury earthquakes provided a high level classification of the potential for
contamination within the residential red zone. The classification system was based on a tiered approach
to identifying hazards at a high level (i.e. not property specific).
The largest areas identified on the HAIL register within the Area are associated with historical use of
pesticides and herbicides on agricultural land that pre-dates the residential land use. These
contaminants typically consist of organic compounds and metals and are considered to be persistent in
the soil. However, the concentrations of the contaminants will vary and may not exceed relevant
guideline values for the protection of human health:
•
•
•

Resource Management (National Environmental Standard for Assessing and Managing
Contaminants in Soil to Protect Human Health) Regulations 20118;
Drinking-water Standards for New Zealand 2005 (revised 2008)9, or the environment;
Australian and New Zealand Guidelines for Fresh and Marine Water Quality (ANZECC 2000
Guidelines)10.

Industrial activities including the storage of hydrocarbon products (fuel, oils, lubricants) also have the
potential to impact soils and groundwater. There are a few sites that are identified in the HAIL register
that fall into this category.
The former Burwood Park Landfill and the Retreat Road Landfill are located within the Area. Canterbury
Regional Council’s Listed Land Use Register (LLUR)11 notes that the Burwood Park Landfill was used
between circa 1899 and circa 1923. Since then the site has been used as a park and potentially has been
contaminated by pesticide and herbicide use.
There is no information on the likely material within the Retreat Road Landfill as it has not been
investigated. The information obtained from the LLUR indicates that the landfill was operated as a “war
dump” in the 1940s.
A review of the figures produced by Tonkin & Taylor indicates that the Retreat Road area has the
potential for moderate levels of contamination (i.e. C4 classification). Other areas were identified as
potentially having minor contamination (i.e. C2 / C3 classification), including the land classified on the
HAIL as being contaminated by the storage and use of pesticides.
In most instances these contaminants are largely immobilised in the soil and are likely to be confined to
shallow soil depths. As such they will need to be appropriately managed during the earthworks
operation to avoid any effects on water quality.
4.10.1 Potential effects
Based on our current level of understanding it is considered that there are no significant impediments
to the development of a flatwater facility due to the presence of contaminated land. Considerations in

8

http://www.legislation.govt.nz/regulation/public/2011/0361/latest/DLM4052228.html?search=ts_regulation_c
ontaminants_resel&p=1&sr=1
9
https://www.health.govt.nz/system/files/documents/publications/drinking-water-standards-2008-jun14.pdf
10
http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/fresh-water/anzecc-2000-guidelines
11
http://llur.ecan.govt.nz/Public/
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relation to contaminated land for each of the design options is contained in Section 5 of this study. In
summary:
•
•
•

4.11

Contaminated material can be managed and disposed of appropriately;
There are no significant contaminated sites that have not already been identified on the 2012
HAIL register (i.e. no unknown landfills);
The Retreat Road Landfill (noted as a war dump) does not have unexploded munitions (UXO) or
other contaminants that would require disposal at international facilities.

Ecology

The development of a flatwater facility may have a moderate to high impact on ecological values in the
Area. The potential scale of the effect on ecological values will be dependent on the size and location of
a facility.
There are a number of Sites of Ecological Significance (SES) in the Area identified in the Proposed
Christchurch District Plan which may be impacted by the design options considered in this study.12 In
summary:
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

At Horseshoe Lake Reserve, potential effects would relate to loss of wetland area, loss of
indigenous vegetation and the disconnection of Horseshoe Lake from the Ōtākaro Avon River.
There will also be impacts on groundwater and surface water levels in Horseshoe Lake.
In the Area adjacent to the Travis Wetland, there would be loss of wetland habitat in the vicinity
of Anzac Drive and a potential reduction in connection between Travis Wetland and the Ōtākaro
Avon River.
The Ōtākaro Avon River is identified as a SES. Diversion of the river would shorten the length of
the Ōtākaro Avon River resulting in direct and indirect effects due to the loss of freshwater and
riparian habitat. Inanga spawning grounds in the tidally-inundated vegetation in the lower
reaches of the Ōtākaro Avon River would also likely be impacted by a number of the long list
options.
Widening the Ōtākaro Avon River with associated dredging to achieve a nominal 1.5m depth
will degrade the existing aquatic habitat by removing important shallow edge habitat.
Maintaining the desired depth will require regular dredging which will physically disturb and
destroy biota, and indirectly affect fish and aesthetics by creating very turbid water.
Widening has the potential to create steep banks which will reduce the resilience of the river
and associated wetland ecosystems to sea level rise and associated changes in salinity and plant
communities.
Steepening banks would be adverse for inanga (adult whitebait) spawning as it greatly restricts
the range in which they can spawn. Inanga spawn amongst vegetation at the top of spring tides
at the inland extent of saltwater influence, thus the preferred bank treatment is very low
gradient with heavily vegetated ground cover.

Key ecological considerations for each of the design options is contained in Section 5.

12

http://cccgovtnz-proposeddistrictplan.cwp.govt.nz/
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4.12

Areas of cultural significance

The cultural significance of the Ōtākaro Avon River to Ngāi Tahu, and in particular to Ngāi Tūāhuriri, is
well known and documented in a number of statutory and non-statutory plans and reports. Key
documents containing such information include the Mahaanui Iwi Management Plan (2013)13 and Te
Whakatau Kaupapa (1990)14 as well as the Christchurch Central Recovery Plan (2014)15 and the
Proposed Christchurch Replacement District Plan.16
Ngāi Tūāhuriri’s settlement centred on its main pā at Kaiapoi, but Ngāi Tūāhuriri were semi-nomadic
people travelling throughout their takiwā in a seasonal cycle of mahinga kai (food gathering). There
were urupa, pa and kāinga throughout the takiwā, including several sites along the Ōtākaro Avon River.
The Ōtākaro Avon River catchment was an important part of the interconnected network of trails
through the former wetlands of Christchurch and link to the key settlement of Kaiapoi in the north.
This catchment provided an abundance of valuable food resources and the environment was known to
be made up of an extensive network of springs, waterways, swamps, grasslands and lowland podocarp
forests. It has been an area of occupation and mahinga kai for Ngai Tūāhuriri and their ancestors for
many centuries. A kainga remained at Ōrua Paeroa (the old QEII site) until 1862. These mahinga kai
areas were requested by Ngāi Tahu to be excluded from Kemp’s Purchase of Canterbury.17
Extensive settlement and development within the catchment over the last two centuries, including
drainage of wetlands, introduction of exotic species, and the use of the river as a conduit to dispose of
sewage and stormwater, has seen a degradation of the values that were once present. The Ōtākaro
Avon River and remnant waterways and wetlands including Te Oranga Waikākāriki/Horseshoe Lake,
Ōrua Paeroa/Travis Wetland and Ihutai/Avon Heathcote Estuary have been recognised for their cultural
significance in the Proposed Christchurch Replacement District Plan. Several other sites on land in the
Ōtākaro Avon River catchment generally and in the Area are identified in the Proposed Christchurch
Replacement District Plan and are cited in Norton T. and H. Brown’s: Interim Land Management Options
for the Christchurch residential red zone.
The Ōtautahi / Christchurch City Landscape Study18, as well the Cultural Values Report: Ōtākaro Avon
River Corridor prepared by Te Ngāi Tūāhuriri Rūnanga and Mahaanui Kurataiao for Regenerate
Christchurch outlines key considerations in development of a flatwater facility in the Area. In particular
mana whenua will be concerned for the recognition and protection of values relating to:
•
•
•
•

The mauri and health of the Ōtākaro Avon River;
The restoration of aquatic and terrestrial habitat, and in particular for Taonga species;
The treatment of riparian margins;
The maintenance and enhancement of wetlands;

13

http://www.mkt.co.nz/iwi-management-plan/
http://files.ecan.govt.nz/public/v3/ngai-tahu-rms.pdf
15
https://ccc.govt.nz/the-council/plans-strategies-policies-and-bylaws/plans/central-city-recovery-plan
16
http://proposeddistrictplan1.ccc.govt.nz/
17
https://my.christchurchcitylibraries.com/kemps-purchase/
18
http://resources.ccc.govt.nz/files/thecouncil/meetingsminutes/agendas/2015/april/chapter9naturalandcultura
lheritagesection32appendix33landscapecharacterdescriptionschristchurchcitylandscapestudy.pdf
14
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•
•
•

Accessibility;
Maintenance of the integrity of the cultural landscape; and
The protection of wāhi tapu.

4.12.1 Potential effects
Construction of a flatwater facility in the Area may result in modification of the Ōtākaro Avon River,
Horseshoe Lake, Travis Wetland or the Avon Heathcote Estuary. Consideration should be given to how
any impacts of a flatwater facility on these areas of cultural significance could be limited or mitigated or
alternatively opportunities to enhance areas of cultural significance may be explored through detailed
design in consultation with Ngāi Tūāhuriri and Te Runanga o Ngāi Tahu.
The Mahaanui Iwi Management Plan encourages the development of water-related activities that
provide for multiple uses and outcomes such as recreation, water quality treatment and enhancements
to ecology and mahinga kai. Any flatwater facility should be designed so that any modifications of the
river result in net benefits to the river, particularly in terms of water quality and mahinga kai (as well as
the protection and enhancement of Waikākāriki and wāhi tapu / taonga issues.
Key considerations with regard to areas of cultural significance for each of the design options are
contained in Table 2.

4.13

Landscape effects and opportunities

Construction of large and medium out of river design options could have significant landscape effects,
due predominantly to any required realignment of the Ōtākaro Avon River and changes to the existing
landscape in the Area. Construction of small out of river design options would result in changes to the
existing landscape, however these options would not require realignment of the Ōtākaro Avon River.
In river options could have a moderate to significant effect on the landscape due to changes to the
current alignment of the Ōtākaro Avon River.
A range of landscape improvements and associated activities could be developed as part of an overall
masterplan for a facility to minimise effects and potentially enhance current landscape values. Benefits
could include increased active and passive recreation opportunities and improved landscape values
relating to biodiversity and water quality.

4.14

Construction

4.14.1 Earthworks methodology
Careful consideration has been given to the earthworks methodology to construct a potential flatwater
facility. Long reach excavators rather than dredging (or a similar approach) is likely to be the most
feasible approach, only to be undertaken after ground improvement has been completed. Excavated
material will be wet and require draining in addition to possible further treatment before it can be
carted away and re-used elsewhere. This double handling adds additional costs to the project.
An alternative approach has been suggested by advocates for a flatwater facility in the Area. This
involves dewatering to allow dry excavation in a series of cells. While this approach may yield cost
efficiencies, as it avoids double handling and drying of excavated material, it does depend on the ability
to pump up to 500 l/s and manage a range of potential environmental effects, and so carries some risk.
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4.14.2 Management of surplus excavated material
The volume of excavated material is potentially considerable, requiring over 400,000 truck movements
(200,000 each way) for the larger flatwater options. This material will need to be disposed of within the
Area or transported further afield, and as a result is likely cause to significant disruption to surrounding
communities during the earthworks period.
This is in addition to the excavated material from other potential land uses, such as the creation of
stormwater wetlands. The surplus excavated material from stormwater wetlands may be up to 1m m3.
It is possible that some of the surplus excavated material could be used to fill other parts of the Area to
support redevelopment for other uses. Regenerate Christchurch has undertaken an assessment of
current land conditions in the Area to identify where re-development could be financially viable
(Development Feasibility Study, Regenerate Christchurch 2017) and the resulting earthworks balance
across the whole Area.
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5. Construction cost
5.1

Basis of estimate

Cost estimates have been developed for each of the design options. The rates and prices used within
the estimates have been where appropriate, built up from first principles, based upon the plant, labour
and material requirements for each item.
Three prices have been prepared: Optimistic; Expected; and Pessimistic. The difference between these
estimates reflects the current level of design detail and therefore the certainty in the scope of work.

5.2

Key cost components

The key cost components of the estimates are detailed below, along with an explanation of the
assumptions relating to the Optimistic, Expected and Pessimistic scenarios.
5.2.1 Component A: Ground improvement
General: Stone columns have been allowed for ground improvements to prevent lateral spread.
Variance: The location, width and depth of ground improvements vary for each design option. The lower
limit is 10m wide x 10m deep, with the upper limit being 30m wide x 10m deep due to proximity to the
properties outside the Area and other assets.
5.2.2 Component B: Cut to waste
General: All out of river design options are at or below ground level and groundwater fed. There is
therefore a large volume of surplus material resulting from the excavation of the out of river facilities.
The base estimates all assume that this material will be used for filling elsewhere within the Area. In
river options will also require excavation of surplus material. If sites for filling are not available within
the Area, then the cost of works will increase.
The alternative approach to the excavation methodology detailed earlier in this study may yield savings
of up to $30m for the out of river options. This is considerable, however, as it carries some uncertainty
of success and ability to receive resource consent for a discharge of up to 500 l/s, then these potential
savings are inherent in the optimistic cost estimates.
5.2.3 Component C: Contamination
General: All of the design options carry the risk of encountering some form of contamination. The main
risk relates to asbestos resulting from previous demolition work. There are also a number of HAIL sites
in the Area which may require some level of treatment.
Variance: The level of contamination removal has been estimated based upon the number of issues and
HAIL sites noted for each design option. The volume of material requiring treatment varies from 0% to
3.5% of the total volume. Allowances have been made for offsite disposal of contaminated material.
5.2.4 Component D: Infrastructure
General: An allowance has been made to remove all existing infrastructure. The extent of existing
infrastructure within roads is not known, but assumptions have been made to allow for the removal of
the road and carriageway, as well as redundant services.
Allowances have also been made for road diversions as well as other major infrastructure diversions for
stormwater, sewers, water supply, and the electrical and communications networks. At this stage the
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scope of the required diversions has been determined based upon existing information available
relating to the network.
It has not been possible to identify any confirmed funding for any planned works that would offset the
cost of construction of any lake, including any upgrade to New Brighton Road. The costs are provided
on the basis of the total cost to deliver an option, regardless of funding source.
Other cost components include:
•
•

•
•

An allowance for Land purchases required for construction of a facility and associated
infrastructure upgrades and diversions;
Associated structures and facilities including inlet and outlet weirs, boat ramps and access
points, administrative buildings and access roads and entrances. No allowance has been made
for event infrastructure;
Water quality management;
A landscaping allowance has been included for trees, plants and aquatic planting.
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5.3

Cost estimates

Estimates for each of the design options are summarised in Table 3. As above, additional cost may be
added to the below costs if all or some of the surplus material is not able to be disposed of nearby.
A detailed breakdown of cost estimates is included in Appendix F.
Table 3 Summary Costings Design Options

Optimistic

Expected

Pessimistic

Max additional cost if
unable to dispose of
fill in Area
$ 31,709,731
$ 28,734,353

Option
1
1a
2
2a
3
3a
3b
4
4a
5
5a
6a
7a
7b
8a
8b
9a
10a
10b
11a
11b
12a
13a
14
15
16

Type
(2.1km x 330m)
(2.1km x 135m)
(2.1km x 340m)
(2.1km x 135m)
(2.1km x 330m)
(2.1km x 135m)
(2.1km x 135m)
(2.1km x 390m)
(2.1km x 135m)
(2.1km x 290m)
(2.1km x 135m)
(250m x 110m)
(730m x 160m)
(430m x 95m)
(1114m x 168m)
(340m x 170m)
(1077m x 478m)
(985m x 332m)
(1100m x 135m)
(650m x 280m)
(360m x 175m)
(771m x 219m)
(975m x 467m)
(725m x 345m)
(847m x 427m)
(2.1km x 280m)

$ 193,756,708
$ 149,121,727
$ 235,144,810
$ 165,133,388
$ 205,065,799
$ 122,019,844
$ 158,201,443
$ 245,100,867
$ 163,094,184
$ 176,428,765
$ 86,818,217
$ 6,559,864
$ 22,196,756
$ 11,882,596
$ 39,330,914
$ 13,898,546
$ 72,817,598
$ 51,413,811
$ 42,585,834
$ 37,052,152
$ 11,151,050
$ 31,613,004
$ 51,740,497
$ 35,886,224
$ 46,766,712
$ 97,807,618

$ 288,845,972
$ 178,594,646
$ 335,204,803
$ 207,728,885
$ 313,780,800
$ 155,451,676
$ 201,384,896
$ 345,731,611
$ 192,723,821
$ 270,007,822
$ 108,755,056
$ 11,618,447
$ 29,707,504
$ 17,560,996
$ 53,576,862
$ 20,652,336
$ 87,408,104
$ 59,041,438
$ 57,160,947
$ 47,101,157
$ 15,180,029
$ 41,409,073
$ 65,376,058
$ 47,618,716
$ 56,744,131
$ 125,489,523

$ 506,735,003
$ 329,025,062
$ 663,806,248
$ 405,029,013
$ 598,814,610
$ 323,884,665
$ 413,468,314
$ 591,355,368
$ 342,833,368
$ 491,835,677
$ 221,992,190
$ 29,957,549
$ 69,983,952
$ 43,454,367
$ 102,015,050
$ 46,199,298
$ 163,953,896
$ 113,304,141
$ 119,809,427
$ 91,931,725
$ 35,570,117
$ 89,265,997
$ 132,753,756
$ 101,240,734
$ 111,674,906
$ 252,986,313

17

(2.4km x 490m)

$ 198,387,894

$ 243,295,860

$ 455,410,096

$ 66,586,311

$ 30,358,269
$ 26,022,741
$ 27,912,015
$ 25,662,078
$ 43,188,008
$ 19,308,369
$ 24,840,537
$ 16,543,377
$ 20,947,556
$ 1,404,920
$ 6,477,421
$ 3,261,871
$ 13,201,394
$ 4,242,372
$ 33,787,869
$ 24,538,858
$ 13,756,364
$ 13,337,711
$ 4,236,130
$ 11,940,842
$ 22,707,652
$ 14,114,204
$ 22,449,808
$ 36,890,779

18

(520m x 43m)

$ 7,283,429

$ 15,252,528

$ 43,041,040

$ 491,891

19a

(5.2km x 43m)

$ 24,453,593

$ 43,935,127

$ 92,328,337

$ 868,557

19b

(5.2km x 43m)

$ 15,688,059

$ 24,984,725

$ 42,479,952

$ 389,449
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6. Comparative technical assessment
A comparative technical assessment has been undertaken on the design options to inform an initial
understanding of the impact and risk in relation to construction of each option. Cost, impact on
infrastructure, privately owned properties and impact on the environment were the key assessment
measures used to determine the risk profile of each option.
Table 4 below details the comparative technical assessment of the design options that were investigated
as part of this feasibility study.
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Table 4 Comparative technical assessment
Location

Options greater than 2km
Option
Dimensions
ID

Avonside /
Dallington,
Avonside
Girls High
School to
Porritt park

1

Lake area: 39 ha.

Event
requirements

Water Supply
/ Quality

Impact on environment
/ ecology / river

Impact on neighbouring
land use / flood risk

Impact on infrastructure /
transport

Sensitive sites
(archaeological, heritage)

Geotechnical

Contamination

Assumptions

Costs

Standard FISA
requirements

Groundwater
fed.

Significant trees and
vegetation in the Area
with most perceived
heritage values.

CCC and Crown land
would be required to
meet the FISA standards,
namely Avonside Girls’
High School, Porritt Park,
Avon Park and some
private properties.

Severe constraints with
66kv through Gloucester
Street/Gayhurst Road.

Heritage and
archaeological sites are
within lake footprint.

11 category C2 / C3
sites of
contamination.

Mana whenua concerns
relate to scale of lake,
degree of modification
required to environment
and consequential impact
on integrity and natural
function of river and
groundwater system. This
includes alteration to the
geomorphology and
natural character of the
river.

Significant river
realignment and
shortening presents
significant ecological
impacts.

Optimistic: $
193,756,708

May cause issues with
Northern Relief work.

Bank stability remediation
required around
perimeter, with the
southeast side potentially
needing more remediation
than the northwest side.

The river has a slope –
1/2m head loss –
makes it difficult for
boats to get in and out
of the river.

Pessimistic: $
506,735,003

Dimensions:
2120m x 330m.
Lake perimeter:
4620m.

Realignment and
shortening of the
Ōtākaro Avon River will
affect ecosystems, etc.

Island area:
6.6ha.

Management of water
fowl required to
maintain water quality.

Island perimeter:
2300m.

Could improve flood
hydraulics with
shortening of the river.

Stabilisation
perimeter:
17,600m.

Swanns Road - bridge and
Avonside Drive would
need consideration.

Approx. lake
excavation m³:
2,143,510.

1a

Lake area: 28.6
ha.
Lake dimensions:
2120m x 135m.
Lake perimeter:
4500m.
Stabilisation
area: 8.7ha.
Stabilisation
perimeter:
13,400m.

Possibility of creating
swale along lake side.
Gayhurst Road bridge,
cutting link between
Gloucester and Gayhurst
Road.

Stabilisation
area: 11ha.

Avonside /
Dallington,
Avonside
girls High
School to
Porritt park

Southern over land flow
needs consideration.

Significant diversions
required.

Standard FISA
requirements

Groundwater
fed.

Significant trees and
vegetation in the Area
with most perceived
heritage values.
Realignment and
shortening of the
Ōtākaro Avon River will
affect ecosystems, etc.

CCC and Crown land
would be required to
meet the FISA standards,
namely Avonside Girls’
High School, Porritt Park,
Avon Park and some
existing residential red
zone properties.
Could improve flood
hydraulics with
shortening of the river.

May cause issues with
Northern Relief work.

Mana whenua concerns
relate to scale of lake,
degree of modification
required to environment
and consequential impact
on integrity and natural
function of river and
groundwater system. This
includes alteration to the
geomorphology and
natural character of the
river.

Gayhurst Road bridge,
cutting link between
Gloucester and Gayhurst
Road.
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Risk
profile

1

High

High

Expected: $
288,845,972

Set up inflow into
main lake through to
return lake. Consider
water level with tide.
Long distance to move
excavated material
offsite, possible route
along Avonside Drive
to Linwood Avenue or
Avonside Drive to
Avondale Bridge or
could build a haul
road through the Area
for construction
purposes.

Wāhi tapu/wāhi taonga
and wai taonga should be
avoided.

Heritage and
archaeological sites are
within lake footprint.

Possibility of creating
swale along lake side.

Excavation of lake
and realigning the
river may present
contaminated
material to be
disposed of offsite.

Concerns also relate to any
mixing of ground and
surface waters.

Severe constraints with
66kva through Gloucester
Street/Gayhurst Road.

Southern over land flow
needs consideration.

Unknown what proportion
of cut material will be
suitable for reuse as fill
elsewhere.

Possible asbestos
contamination and
in-ground tanks
requiring removal.

No. of
Private
properties
affected
5

Bank stability remediation
required around
perimeter, with the
southeast side potentially
needing more remediation
than northwest side.
Unknown what proportion
of cut material will be
suitable for reuse as fill
elsewhere.

Revised Version: May 2018

Excavation of lake
and realigning the
river may present
contaminated
material to be
disposed of offsite.

Cut and fill issues. Tiein at Avonside Drive
could work with
limited fill, apart from
river diversion
required to the north,
large amount of fill
need to create
stopbanks at Porritt
Park. This would also
affect current
stormwater discharge
in this area.
Significant river
realignment and
shortening presents
significant ecological
impacts.
The river has a slope –
1/2m head loss –
makes it difficult for
boats to get in and out
of the river.
Set up inflow into
main lake, through to
return lake. Consider
water level with tide.
Movement of large
amounts of excavated

Optimistic: $
149,121,727
Expected: $
178,594,646
Pessimistic: $
329,025,062

Location

Options greater than 2km
Option
Dimensions
ID

Event
requirements

Water Supply
/ Quality

Impact on environment
/ ecology / river

Impact on neighbouring
land use / flood risk

Approx. lake
excavation m³:
1,525,390.

Impact on infrastructure /
transport

Sensitive sites
(archaeological, heritage)

Swanns Road - bridge and
Avonside Drive would
need consideration.

Concerns also relate to any
mixing of ground and
surface waters.

Significant diversions
required.

Wāhi tapu/wāhi taonga
and wai taonga should be
avoided.

Geotechnical

Contamination

Assumptions

Costs

No. of
Private
properties
affected

Risk
profile

Optimistic: $
235,144,810

74

High

61

High

material offsite,
possible along
Avonside Drive to
Linwood Ave or
Avonside Drive to
Avondale Bridge; or
could build a haul
road through the Area
for construction
purposes.
Cut and fill issues. Tiein at Avonside could
work with limited fill,
apart from river
diversion required to
the north, large
amount of fill need to
create stopbanks at
Porritt Park this would
also affect current
stormwater discharge
in this area.

Dallington /
Burwood,
Dallington
Loop to
Burwood
Primary
School

2

Lake area: 43.6
ha.

Standard FISA
requirements

Dimensions:
2120m x 340m.

Groundwater
fed.

Local trees and
vegetation in the area.
Considerable river
realignment to return
river back through
Porritt Park.

Lake perimeter:
4670m.

Disconnecting
Horseshoe Lake and
river creates issues,
possibly have to pump
water.

Island area:
7.5ha.
Island perimeter:
2490m
Stabilisation
area: 21ha.

Properties outside the
Area between
McBratneys Road and
Landy Street and
between Torlesse and
Avonside Drive including
some private property
owners in the Area and
Council owned parks
would be required to
meet FISA international
requirements.

Dallington /
Burwood,
Dallington
Loop to
Burwood
Primary
School

2a

Lake area: 28.6
ha.
Dimensions:
2120m x 135m.
Lake perimeter:
4510m.
Stabilisation
area: 13ha.

Standard FISA
requirements

Considerable river
realignment to return
river back through
Porritt Park.
Disconnecting
Horseshoe Lake and
river creates issues,
possibly have to pump
water.
Risks of ecological
impact due to saline

Upper Dudley Creek feeds
into Horseshoe Lake.
Stormwater issues
significant
Gayhurst Road/Gloucester
Street.

Gayhurst Road/Gloucester
Street would need to be
realigned/relocated.

Approx. lake
excavation m³:
2,159,591.
Properties outside the
Area between
McBratneys Road and
Landy Street and
between Torlesse and
Avonside Drive including
some private property
owners in the Area and
Council owned parks
would be required to
meet FISA international
requirements.

Impact on whitebait
spawning area with river
realignment.

Rebuild pump station 205.

Cuts through Locksley Ave,
Gayhurst Road and
Avondale Road, and
Avonside Drive.

Risks of ecological
impact due to saline
intrusion and loss of
whitebait spawning
area.

Stabilisation
perimeter:
28,560m.

Divert stormwater pump
station 210.

Avondale Road would
need to be
realigned/relocated.
Divert stormwater pump
station 210.

Mana whenua concerns
relate to scale of lake,
degree of modification
required to environment
and consequential impact
on integrity and natural
function of river and
groundwater system. This
includes alteration to the
geomorphology and
natural character of the
river.

Stormwater issues
significant.
Gayhurst Road/Gloucester
Street.
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Excavation of lake
and realigning the
river may present
contaminated
material to be
disposed of offsite.

Very high lateral spread
potential in southwest
corner.
Unknown what proportion
of cut material will be
suitable for reuse as fill
elsewhere.

Risk of the unknown if
river is realigned
Cut and fill issues.
Tie-in at Porritt Park
could work with
limited fill, significant
river diversion
required however,
large amount of fill
required to create
stopbanks at the
northern end of lake.

Expected: $
335,204,803
Pessimistic: $
663,806,248

Excavation of the river
bottom to a desired
depth of 4m would
have sediment
trap/maintenance
issues.

Concerns also relate to any
mixing of ground and
surface waters.
Wāhi tapu/wāhi taonga
and wai taonga should be
avoided.
Impact on whitebait
spawning area with river
realignment.

Rebuild pump station 205.
Upper Dudley Creek feeds
into Horseshoe Lake.

Bank stability remediation
required around
perimeter, with the
southwest and northeast
side potentially needing
more remediation than
northwest side of lake.

Mana whenua concerns
relate to scale of lake,
degree of modification
required to environment
and consequential impact
on integrity and natural
function of river and
groundwater system. This
includes alteration to the

Bank stability remediation
required around
perimeter, with the
southwest and northeast
side potentially needing
more remediation than
northwest side of lake.
Very high lateral spread
potential in southwest
corner.
Unknown what proportion
of cut material will be

Revised Version: May 2018

Excavation of lake
and realigning the
river may present
contaminated
material to be
disposed of offsite.

Risk of the unknown if
river is realigned.

Optimistic: $
165,133,388

Cut and fill issues.

Expected: $
207,728,885

Tie-in at Porritt Park
could work with
limited fill, significant
river diversion
required however,
large amount of fill
required to create

Pessimistic: $
405,029,013

Location

Options greater than 2km
Option
Dimensions
ID

Event
requirements

Water Supply
/ Quality

Stabilisation
perimeter:
17,500m.
Approx. lake
excavation m³:
1,388,991.

Dallington /
Burwood,
Kerr’s Reach
to Horseshoe
Lake

3

50ha.

Standard FISA
requirements

Groundwater
fed.

Dimensions:
2120 x 330m.

Returning the Ōtākaro
Avon River to Porritt
Park will require less of a
diversion than other
options.

Properties outside the
Area between
McBratneys Road and
Halberg Street including
some private property
owners in the Area and
CCC owned parks would
be required to meet FISA
standards.

Impact on infrastructure /
transport

Sensitive sites
(archaeological, heritage)

Geotechnical

Cuts through Locksley Ave,
Gayhurst Road and
Avondale Road and
Avonside Drive
Gayhurst Road/Gloucester
Street would need to be
realigned/relocated.

geomorphology and
natural character of the
river.

suitable for reuse as fill
elsewhere.

Avondale Road would
need to be
realigned/relocated.

Wāhi tapu/wāhi taonga
and wai taonga should be
avoided.

Significant impact on New
Brighton Road – could
divert to Horseshoe Lake
Park.

Heritage and
archaeological sites are
within lake footprint.

Stabilisation
area: 17ha.
Stabilisation
perimeter:
24,000m.

Concerns also relate to any
mixing of ground and
surface waters.

Approx. lake
excavation m³:
2,362,878.

Wāhi tapu/wāhi taonga
and wai taonga should be
avoided.

Local trees and
vegetation in the area.
Management of water
fowl required to
maintain water quality.

Island perimeter:
4080m.

Lake area:
28.6 ha.

Standard FISA
requirements

Groundwater
fed.

Dimensions:
2120m x 135m.

Returning the Ōtākaro
Avon River to Porritt
Park will require less of a
diversion than other
options.

Lake perimeter:
4500m.

Local trees and
vegetation in the area.

Power and fibre optic
cables running along New
Brighton road would need
to be rerouted.
Avonside Drive to be
realigned
Pump station 210 - round
to Horseshoe Lake.

Properties outside the
Area between
McBratneys Road and
Halberg Street including
some private property
owners in the Area and
CCC owned parks would
be required to meet FISA
standards.

Significant impact on New
Brighton Road – could
divert to Horseshoe Lake
Park – go around.
Avonside Drive to be
realigned.

Stabilisation
area: 11ha.
Stabilisation
perimeter:
14,800m.
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Contamination

Heritage and
archaeological sites are
within lake footprint.
Mana whenua concerns
relate to scale of lake,
degree of modification
required to environment
and consequential impact
on integrity and natural
function of river and
groundwater system. This
includes alteration to the
geomorphology and

Assumptions

Costs

No. of
Private
properties
affected

Risk
profile

Optimistic: $
205,065,799

11

High

1

High

stopbanks at the
northern end of lake.
Excavation of the river
bottom to a desired
depth of 4m would
have sediment trap /
maintenance issues.

Concerns also relate to any
mixing of ground and
surface waters.

Mana whenua concerns
relate to scale of lake,
degree of modification
required to environment
and consequential impact
on integrity and natural
function of river and
groundwater system. This
includes alteration to the
geomorphology and
natural character of the
river.

Island area:
12ha.

3a

Impact on neighbouring
land use / flood risk

intrusion and loss of
white spawning area.

Lake perimeter:
4695m.

Dallington /
Burwood,
Kerr’s Reach
to Horseshoe
Lake

Impact on environment
/ ecology / river

Significant
construction
disturbance for
neighbouring
residential properties
outside the Area.

Bank stability remediation
required around
perimeter, with the
southeast and west side of
lake potentially needing
more remediation than
other areas due to
proximity to properties
outside the Area.

Excavation of lake
and realigning the
river may present
contaminated
material to be
disposed of offsite.

Unknown what proportion
of cut material will be
suitable for reuse as fill
elsewhere.
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Return river through
Porritt Park to avoid
residences outside the
Area.

Expected: $
313,780,800
Pessimistic: $
598,814,610

Cut and fill issues. Fill
required to create
stopbanks southeast
and end of lake.
Smaller amounts of fill
also required along
west and east banks.

Unknown what proportion
of cut material will be
suitable for reuse as fill
elsewhere.

Bank stability remediation
required around
perimeter, with the
southeast and west side of
lake potentially needing
more remediation than
other areas due to
proximity to properties
outside the Area.

Properties outside the
Area and Council
owned parks would be
required to meet FISA
international
standards.
Less desirable wind
direction.

Excavation of lake
and realigning the
river may present
contaminated
material to be
disposed of offsite.

Less desirable wind
direction.

Cut and fill issues. Fill
required to create
stopbanks southeast
and end of lake.
Smaller amounts of fill
also required along
west and east banks.

Optimistic: $
122,019,844
Expected: $
155,451,676
Pessimistic: $
323,884,665

Location

Options greater than 2km
Option
Dimensions
ID

Event
requirements

Water Supply
/ Quality

Impact on environment
/ ecology / river

Impact on neighbouring
land use / flood risk

Impact on infrastructure /
transport

Sensitive sites
(archaeological, heritage)

Geotechnical

Contamination

Assumptions

Costs

No. of
Private
properties
affected

Risk
profile

Bank stability remediation
required around
perimeter, with the
southeast and west side of
lake potentially needing
more remediation than
other areas due to
proximity to properties
outside the Area.

Excavation of lake
and realigning the
river may present
contaminated
material to be
disposed of offsite.

Less desirable wind
direction.

Optimistic: $
158,201,443

1

High

65

High

natural character of the
river.

Approx. lake
excavation m³:
1,370,849.

Concerns also relate to any
mixing of ground and
surface waters.
Wāhi tapu/wāhi taonga
and wai taonga should be
avoided.

Dallington /
Burwood,
Kerr’s Reach
to Horseshoe
Lake

3b

Lake area:
50.2ha.

Standard FISA
requirements

Groundwater
fed.

Dimensions:
2425m x 292m.

Returning the Ōtākaro
Avon River to Porritt
Park will require less of a
diversion than other
options.

Lake perimeter:
5272m.

Local trees and
vegetation in the area.

Porritt Park would be
required to meet FISA
standards (Council
owned).

Significant impact on New
Brighton Road – could
divert to Horseshoe Lake
Park – go around.
Avonside Drive to be
realigned.

Stabilisation
area: 13.8ha.
Stabilisation
perimeter:
17,020m.
Approx. lake
excavation m³:
2,322,435.

Heritage and
archaeological sites are
within lake footprint.
Mana whenua concerns
relate to scale of lake,
degree of modification
required to environment
and consequential impact
on integrity and natural
function of river and
groundwater system. This
includes alteration to the
geomorphology and
natural character of the
river.

Return river through
Porritt Park to avoid
residences outside the
Area.

Expected: $
201,384,596
Pessimistic: $
413,468,314

Cut and fill issues. Fill
required to create
stopbanks southeast
and end of lake.

Unknown what proportion
of cut material will be
suitable for reuse as fill
elsewhere.

Smaller amounts of fill
also required along
west and east banks.

Concerns also relate to any
mixing of ground and
surface waters.
Wāhi tapu/wāhi taonga
and wai taonga should be
avoided.

Burwood,
Burwood
Park to SH74

4

Lake area: 40ha.
Dimensions:
2120m x 390m.
Lake perimeter:
4795m.
Island area:
12ha.
Island perimeter:
3500m.
Stabilisation
area: 14ha.
Stabilisation
perimeter:
21,400m.
Approx. lake
excavation m³:
1,900,924.

Standard FISA
requirements

Groundwater
fed.

Divert river down true
right, south of lake.
Local trees and
vegetation present in
the area.

Properties outside the
Area land required north
of New Brighton Road,
between Reginald Street
and De Ville Place.

Major impact on
stormwater namely pump
station 205.

6 NZAA recorded sites.

Avondale Bridge.

Heritage and
archaeological sites are
within lake footprint.

Pump stations 208 and 210
Possible to create canal
and viaduct from
Horseshoe Lake to Ōtākaro
Avon River to divert water.
New Brighton Road could
be realigned to connect
with Broomfield Terrace
via Horseshoe Lake Road,
Lake Terrace Road to meet
Bassett Street north of the
lake.
Cut off top of Horseshoe
Lake (access).
New Brighton/Breezes
Road connection option.
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Whitebait spawning area.

Mana whenua concerns
relate to scale of lake,
degree of modification
required to environment
and consequential impact
on integrity and natural
function of river and
groundwater system. This
includes alteration to the
geomorphology and
natural character of the
river.

Potentially large amounts
of remediation required
north, south and
southwest sides of lake.
Unknown what proportion
of cut material will be
suitable for reuse as fill
elsewhere.

Concerns also relate to any
mixing of ground and
surface waters.
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Excavation of lake
and realigning the
river may present
contaminated
material to be
disposed of offsite.

Large amounts of fill
required on all sides of
lake.

Optimistic: $
245,100,867
Expected: $
345,731,611
Pessimistic: $
591,355,368

Location

Options greater than 2km
Option
Dimensions
ID

Event
requirements

Water Supply
/ Quality

Impact on environment
/ ecology / river

Impact on neighbouring
land use / flood risk

Impact on infrastructure /
transport

Sensitive sites
(archaeological, heritage)

Avondale Bridge/Bassett
Street cut off.

Wāhi tapu/wāhi taonga
and wai taonga should be
avoided.

Geotechnical

Contamination

Assumptions

Costs

No. of
Private
properties
affected

Risk
profile

Potentially large amounts
of remediation required
north, south and
southwest sides of lake.

Excavation of lake
and realigning the
river may present
contaminated
material to be
disposed of offsite.

Large amounts of fill
required on all sides of
lake.

Optimistic: $
163,094,184

16

High

1

High

Avonside Drive to be
realigned.
Burwood,
Burwood
Park to SH74

4a

Lake area: 29ha.
Dimensions:
2120m x 135m.

Standard FISA
requirements
.

Groundwater
fed.

Divert river down true
right, south of lake.
Local trees and
vegetation present in
the area.

Lake perimeter:
4500m.

Minimal amount of land
outside the Area
potentially required
compared to Option 4.

Major impact on
stormwater namely pump
station 205.
Avondale Bridge
Pump stations 208 and
210.

Stabilisation
area: 9ha.

Possible to create canal
and viaduct from
Horseshoe Lake to Ōtākaro
Avon River to divert water.

Stabilisation
perimeter:
13,400m.

New Brighton Road could
be realigned to connect
with Broomfield Terrace
via Horseshoe Lake Road,
Lake Terrace Road to meet
Bassett Street north of the
lake.

Approx. lake
excavation m³:
1,329,524.

Cut off top of Horseshoe
Lake (access).
New Brighton/Breezes
Road connection option.

Whitebait spawning area.

Heritage and
archaeological sites are
within lake footprint.
Mana whenua concerns
relate to scale of lake,
degree of modification
required to environment
and consequential impact
on integrity and natural
function of river and
groundwater system. This
includes alteration to the
geomorphology and
natural character of the
river.

Unknown what proportion
of cut material will be
suitable for reuse as fill
elsewhere.

Expected: $
192,723,821
Pessimistic: $
342,833,368

Concerns also relate to any
mixing of ground and
surface waters.
Wāhi tapu/wāhi taonga
and wai taonga should be
avoided.

Avondale Bridge/Bassett
Street cut off.

Bexley, north
end of
Estuary to
Bexley

5

Lake area: 47ha.
Dimensions:
2120m x 290m.
Lake perimeter:
4690m.
Island area:
12ha.
Island perimeter:
4100m.
Stabilisation
area: 10.6ha.
Stabilisation
perimeter:
19,200m.
Approx. lake
excavation m³:
1,882,021.

Standard FISA
requirements

Groundwater
fed.

Established trees and
vegetation
Bexley Wetland area
noted as a significant
feature (District Plan).
Area noted as an
outstanding natural
landscape (District Plan).
Within area of high
natural character in the
coastal environment
(District Plan).
Intrusion into coastal
environment (Estuary).

Close proximity to old
landfill.

Avonside Drive to be
realigned.
Wastewater pump station
in middle of 3.

High flood risk – runoff
from land outside the
Area.

Wastewater and water
supply mains cross lake
footprint.

Major flood path
Some areas very low
lying – reliant on
stormwater pumps.

Two stormwater pump
stations service properties
outside the Area.
Significant impact on
Council drainage work
near Bridge Street.
Pages Road – minor
arterial
Anzac Dr – SH74.
Bridge Street bridge would
be cut off.
Major cycle way proposed.
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Within Avon Heathcote
Estuary.
Mana whenua concerns
relate to scale of lake,
degree of modification
required to environment
and consequential impact
on integrity and natural
function of river, estuary
and groundwater system.
This includes alteration to
the geomorphology and
natural character of the
river.
Concerns also relate to any
mixing of ground and
surface waters.

Bank stability remediation
required around
perimeter.
Thin weak crust –
moderate to major lateral
spreading.
Thin weak crust – severe
lateral spreading.
Potentially large amounts
of remediation required
northwest.
Unknown what proportion
of cut material will be
suitable for reuse as fill
elsewhere.

Wāhi tapu/wāhi taonga
and wai taonga should be
avoided.
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Excavation of lake
and realigning the
river may present
contaminated
material to be
disposed of offsite.
Adjacent land fill:
gas issues/possible
asbestos/soil
contamination.
HAIL sites: poultry
farm/waste
disposal/storage
tanks/landfill/wood
treatment.

Significant amounts of
fill required around
perimeter of lake
particularly east and
west side.

Optimistic: $
176,428,765

Confirmation required
on location of ocean
outfall pipe.

Pessimistic: $
491,835,677

Potential construction
issues around
excavations in sand
causing cave-ins etc.
Cost of constructing
this option would be
significantly more
than the other
international options
and have a much
larger impact on the
environment.

Expected: $
270,007,822

Location

Options greater than 2km
Option
Dimensions
ID

Event
requirements

Water Supply
/ Quality

Impact on environment
/ ecology / river

Impact on neighbouring
land use / flood risk

Impact on infrastructure /
transport

Sensitive sites
(archaeological, heritage)

Geotechnical

Contamination

Assumptions

Costs

No. of
Private
properties
affected

Risk
profile

Optimistic: $
86,818,217

0

High

Hydraulic issues with
Estuary and treatment
plant in close
proximity.
Significant ecological
impacts on Estuary,
Bexley Wetland and
along Ōtākaro Avon
River.

Bexley, north
end of
Estuary to
Bexley

5a

Lake area:
28.6ha.

Standard FISA
requirements

Groundwater
fed.

Dimensions:
2120 x 135m.
Lake perimeter:
4500m.

Established trees and
vegetation.

High flood risk – runoff
from outside the Area.

Wastewater main down
Pages Road active.

Within Avon Heathcote
Estuary.

Bexley Wetland area
noted as a significant
feature (District Plan).

Major flood path
Some areas very low
lying – reliant on
stormwater pumps.

Wastewater and water
supply mains cross lake
footprint.

Mana whenua concerns
relate to scale of lake,
degree of modification
required to environment
and consequential impact
on integrity and natural
function of river, estuary
and groundwater system.
This includes alteration to
the geomorphology and
natural character of the
river.

Area noted as an
outstanding natural
landscape (District Plan).

Stabilisation
area: 5.6ha.

Pump station 203 –
Wairoa St, active because
it services SH74 and Pages
Road.

Within area of high
natural character in the
coastal environment
(District Plan).

Stabilisation
perimeter:
10,200m.
Approx. lake
excavation m³:
1,173,700.

Pump station 204 –
Waitaki St, active because
it services RRZ resident.

Intrusion into coastal
environment (Estuary).

New pump station at
ANZAC Drive services
properties outside the
Area.
Significant impact on
Council drainage work
near Bridge Street.

Concerns also relate to any
mixing of ground and
surface waters.

Bank stability remediation
required around
perimeter.
Thin weak crust –
moderate to major lateral
spreading.
Thin weak crust – severe
lateral spreading.
Potentially large amounts
of remediation required
northwest.
Unknown what proportion
of cut material will be
suitable for reuse as fill
elsewhere.

Excavation of lake
and realigning the
river may present
contaminated
material to be
disposed of offsite.
Adjacent land fill:
gas issues/possible
asbestos/soil
contamination.
HAIL sites: poultry
farm/waste
disposal/storage
tanks/landfill/wood
treatment.

Wāhi tapu/wāhi taonga
and wai taonga should be
avoided.

Major cycle way proposed.

Remediate and
enhance
capacity of the
river to above
pre – quake
levels for Kerr’s
Reach to

Lake area: 43ha.
Dimensions: 2130 x
280m.
Lake perimeter:
4560m.

Standard FISA
requirement.

River fed.

Impact on areas of
ecological significance such
as whitebait spawning
grounds.

Properties outside the
Area required at the
northern end of Kerrs
Road.

Significant trees and
vegetation would be lost
River diverted into lake

Use of Porritt Park
required.

Stormwater pump station
205.

Impact on spawning areas
along the Ōtākaro Avon
River.

Avonside Drive, Breezes
Road, New Brighton Road
affected.

Bank stabilisation required.
Mana whenua concerns
relate to scale of lake, degree Need to remove sediment to
of modification required to increase even depth.
environment and
consequential impact on
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Pessimistic: $
221,992,190

Potential construction
issues around
excavations in sand
causing cave-ins etc.
Cost of constructing
this option would be
significantly more
than the other
international options
and have a much
larger impact on the
environment.

Significant ecological
impacts on Estuary,
Bexley Wetland and
along Ōtākaro Avon
River.

Bridge Street bridge would
be cut off.

16

Confirmation required
on location of ocean
outfall pipe.

Expected: $
108,755,056

Hydraulic issues with
estuary and treatment
plant in close
proximity.

Pages Road – minor
arterial
Anzac Dr – SH74.

In river

Susceptible to climate
change, sea level rise
and changes in
groundwater levels.
Significant amounts of
fill required around
perimeter of lake
particularly east and
west side.

Naturalise the New Brighton Possible low level
Road end.
contamination.

Revised Version: May 2018

Excavation of lake and
realigning the river
may present
contaminated material
to be disposed of
offsite.

Susceptible to climate
change, sea level rise
and changes in
groundwater levels.
Could be difficult to get
consistent depth.
Uncertain on how to
flush out sediment/silt
build-up from basin as
this debris could cause
issues down river.

Optimistic: $
97,807,618
Expected: $
125,489,523
Pessimistic: $
252,986,313

15

Moderat
e

Location

Options greater than 2km
Option
Dimensions
ID

Burwood
School.

Event
requirements

Water Supply
/ Quality

Stabilisation area:
8ha.

Impact on environment
/ ecology / river

Impacts whitebait
spawning area.

Stabilisation
perimeter: 9800m.

Impact on neighbouring
land use / flood risk

Impact on infrastructure /
transport

Area currently fills up
easily in flood events.

Sensitive sites
(archaeological, heritage)

integrity and natural function
of river. This includes
alteration to the
geomorphology and natural
character of the river.

Minor benefit in flood
capacity.

Approx. lake
excavation m³:
1,975,673.

Geotechnical

Contamination

Erosion issues at the New
Brighton Road end.

Assumptions

Costs

No. of
Private
properties
affected

Risk
profile

Optimistic: $
198,387,894

5

High

Construction would need
careful consideration as
river would need to be
realigned prior to
excavation of basin and
then re-diverted into
basin.

Unknown what proportion of
cut material will be suitable
for reuse as fill elsewhere.

Wāhi tapu/wāhi taonga and
wai taonga should be
avoided.

River flow would be
impacted.
Loss of riverbanks would
have a significant effect
on ecology.
Sediment trap issues if
lake bottom is lower
(4m) than river bottom.
Lake would be affected
by tides and height may
fluctuate.

Kerr’s Reach
to Horseshoe
Lake (ELT)

17

Lake area: 74ha.
Dimensions:
2400m x 490m.

‘Optimum’
FISA
requirements

Groundwater
fed.

Local trees and
vegetation in the area.

Lake perimeter:
5360m.
Stabilisation
area: 17ha.

Approx. lake
excavation m³:
3,449,412.

19a

River area:
24.5ha.
Dimensions:
5200 x 43m.
River perimeter /
bank length:
10,646m.

Pump stations 201 and 210
affected.
Possible to pump to
Horseshoe Lake; but this is
culturally sensitive.

Primarily
training

River fed

Local trees and
vegetation in the area
removed where banks
realigned.
Whitebait spawning
areas may be impacted.

Archaeological sites within
lake.

New wetland near No1
Drain.

Mana whenua concerns
relate to scale of lake,
degree of modification
required to environment
and consequential impact
on integrity and natural
function of river and
groundwater system. This
includes alteration to the
geomorphology and
natural character of the
river.

New Brighton Road and
McBratneys Road
infrastructure affected.

Concerns also relate to any
mixing of ground and
surface waters.

Significant impact on New
Brighton Road – could
divert to Horseshoe Lake
Park – go around.

Wāhi tapu/wāhi taonga
and wai taonga should be
avoided.

Power and fibre optic
cables.
Various stormwater and
potable water pipes in
area.

Stabilisation
perimeter:
15,300m.

In-river (5km)

Properties outside the
Area near Landy Street
and McBratneys Road
could be affected by
construction and may
require use of some
residential properties to
meet international
requirements.

McBratneys Road
Avonside Drive to be
realigned.
Possible impact to power
and fibre optic cables.
Possible impact to various
stormwater pipes
discharging to river.
ANZAC infrastructure
affected.
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Mana whenua concerns
relate to degree of
modification required to
environment and
consequential impact on
integrity and natural
function of river. This
includes alteration to the
geomorphology and

Bank stability remediation
required around
perimeter, with the
southeast and west side of
lake potentially needing
more remediation than
other areas due to
proximity to properties
outside the Area.

Excavation of lake
and realigning the
river may present
contaminated
material to be
disposed of offsite.

High water quality
unattainable.
Less desirable wind
direction.
Return river through
Porritt Park
Realign New Brighton
Road along Lake
Terrace Road.

Expected: $
243,295,860
Pessimistic: $
455,410,096

Stormwater needs to
be completely
separate from
Horseshoe Lake.

Unknown what proportion
of cut material will be
suitable for reuse as fill
elsewhere.

Pest control plan
would be required.
Stormwater
containment and
surface water design
would be required.
Research into
McBratneys Road
infrastructure if pump
could be relocated.

Bank stability remediation
needed where river banks
are altered to widen the
river.

Revised Version: May 2018

Excavation /
dredging of the river
bed to gain
additional depth
may present
contaminated
material to be
disposed of off-site.

Less desirable wind
direction.

Optimistic: $
24,453,593
Expected: $
43,935,127
Pessimistic: $
92,328,337

0

Location

Options greater than 2km
Option
Dimensions
ID

Event
requirements

Water Supply
/ Quality

Impact on environment
/ ecology / river

Impact on neighbouring
land use / flood risk

Stabilisation
area: 2.5ha.

Impact on infrastructure /
transport

Possible impact on ANZAC
Drive.

In-river (5km)

19b

Geotechnical

Contamination

Assumptions

Costs

No. of
Private
properties
affected

Bank stability remediation
needed where river banks
are altered to widen the
river.

Excavation /
dredging of the river
bed to gain
additional depth
may present
contaminated
material to be
disposed of offsite.

Less desirable wind
direction.

Optimistic: $
15,688,059

0

Risk
profile

natural character of the
river.
Wāhi tapu/wāhi taonga
and wai taonga should be
avoided.

Stabilisation
perimeter:
2,730m.
Approx. river
bank excavation
m³: 73,690.
River area:
22.6ha.

Sensitive sites
(archaeological, heritage)

Primarily
training

River fed

Dimensions:
5200 x 43m.

Local trees and
vegetation in the area
removed where banks
realigned.
Whitebait spawning
areas may be impacted.

River perimeter /
bank length:
10,637m.

Possible impact to power
and fibre optic cables.
Possible impact to various
stormwater pipes
discharging to river.
ANZAC infrastructure
affected.

Stabilisation
area: 0.4ha.

Possible impact on ANZAC
Drive.

Mana whenua concerns
relate to degree of
modification required to
environment and
consequential impact on
integrity and natural
function of river. This
includes alteration to the
geomorphology and
natural character of the
river.

Expected: $
24,984,725
Pessimistic: $
42,479,952

Wāhi tapu/wāhi taonga
and wai taonga should be
avoided.

Stabilisation
perimeter:
460m.
Approx. river
bank excavation
m³: 29,590.

Location

Linwood
in-river

Options less than 2km
Option
Size / Area
ID

7a

Lake area: 6ha.
Lake dimensions:
730 x 160m.
Stabilisation area:
2.2ha.
Stabilisation
perimeter: 3490m.

Events

Water Supply /
Quality

Impact on
environment / ecology
/ river

Impact on neighbouring
land use / flood risk

Impact on
infrastructure /
transport

Triathlon /
duathlon.

River fed.

Area of major flow
paths.

Within flood
management area
(District Plan) overland
flow path.

Pump station building
on River Road.

Protected tree and
established
trees/vegetation.
Ōtākaro Avon River
diverted into lake.

Properties outside the
Area required south of
Avonside Drive if realign,
between Stanmore Road
and Hanmer Street

Stanmore Bridge
Avonside
Drive/Woodham Road
Linwood Avenue.

Approx. lake
excavation m³:
328,826.
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Sensitive sites
(archaeological,
heritage and
cultural)
Heritage and
archaeological sites
are within lake
footprint.
Mana whenua
concerns relate to
degree of
modification
required to
environment and
consequential
impact on integrity
of geomorphology
and natural
character of the
river.

Geotechnical

Contamination

Assumptions

Costs

Bank stability
remediation required
around perimeter
Severe lateral
spreading.

Excavation of lake
may present
contaminated
material to be
disposed of offsite.

Impact on north and south
residential properties
outside the Area,
especially on southern
border to realign Avonside
Drive.

Optimistic: $ 22,196,756

Unknown what
proportion of cut
material will be
suitable for reuse as
fill elsewhere.

Two minor HAIL
sites, some fill
contains
contamination.

Revised Version: May 2018

Construction would need
careful consideration as
river would need to be
realigned prior to
excavation of basin and
then re-diverted into
basin.
River flow would be
impacted.

Expected: $ 29,707,504
Pessimistic: $ 69,983,952

No. of
private
properties
affected
2

Risk profile

Moderate

Location

Richmond
in-river

Options less than 2km
Option
Size / Area
ID

8a

Lake area: 13ha.
Lake dimensions: 1114
x 168m.

Events

Water Supply /
Quality

Impact on
environment / ecology
/ river

Impact on neighbouring
land use / flood risk

Impact on
infrastructure /
transport

Sensitive sites
(archaeological,
heritage and
cultural)
Wāhi tapu/wāhi
taonga and wai
taonga should be
avoided.

Geotechnical

Contamination

Assumptions

Costs

No. of
private
properties
affected

Risk profile

Waka ama,
dragon
boating (long
and short
course).

In-river.

Significant trees and
vegetation along the
riverbank.

Close proximity to land
outside the Area. Use of
surrounding land inside
the Area to enable
straightening of river.

Key infrastructure
traverses 15A for the
servicing of properties
outside the Area.

Heritage and
archaeological sites
are within lake
footprint.

Bank stability
remediation required
around perimeter.

Excavation of lake
may present
contaminated
material to be
disposed of offsite.

Optimistic: $ 39,330,914

5

Moderate

Wastewater/water
supply/stormwater
Northern Relief
Medway Street via
Dudley Stream
realignment.

Mana whenua
concerns relate to
degree of
modification
required to
environment and
consequential
impact on integrity
of geomorphology
and natural
character of the
river.

Option doesn’t meet
international rowing
requirements but could
meet other international
sport standards, i.e.
kayaking.

4

High

Major flow path
within 150m of Dudley
Creek.

(720 x 60m course).
Lake perimeter:
2376m.

Within flood
management area
(District Plan).

Stabilisation area:
4.5ha.

Swanns/Stanmore –
main
distributor/collector
Major cycle routes
identified
Avonside Drive
River Road
Medway Street.

Stabilisation
perimeter: 4869m.
Approx. lake
excavation m³:
705,054.

Wāhi tapu/wāhi
taonga and wai
taonga should be
avoided.

Unknown what
proportion of cut
material will be
suitable for reuse as
fill elsewhere.
Severe area wide
lateral spreading on
west side.

Two minor HAIL
sites
Shallow fill
alongside river may
contain
contamination.

Potentially more
remediation required
on west side of lake,
but less required on
east side due to
proximity to
properties outside the
Area.

Expected: $ 53,576,862
Pessimistic: $ 102,015,050

Loss of riverbanks would
interfere with historical
attributes in addition to
the loss of trees along river
road.
Sediment trap issues given
base of lake will be lower
than river base level.
Uncertain on how to flush
out sediment/silt build up
from basin as this debris
could cause issues down
river.
Construction activity could
affect residential
properties outside the
Area at southwest end.
Construction would need
careful consideration as
river would need to be
realigned prior to
excavation of basin and
then re-diverted into
basin.

Avonside

9a

Lake area: 29ha.
Lake dimensions: 1077
x 478m.
Lake perimeter:
2653m.
Stabilisation area:
3.6ha.
Stabilisation
perimeter: 5407m.
Approx. lake
excavation m³:
1,707,691

Waka ama,
dragon
boating (long
and short
course),
triathlon,
canoe and
kayak sprints,
Masters
rowing.
1000 x 80m
course.

Groundwater fed,
swimmable.

Area of major flow
paths.
Established trees and
vegetation.
High risk, currently
protected by tidal
stopbanks.

Possible low level impact
on neighbouring land
outside the Area.

Wastewater along
Retreat Road.

14 NZAA recorded
sites in the area.

Pump station 8
Stormwater Bracken
and Retreat.

Heritage and
archaeological sites
are within lake
footprint.

Northern relief sewer
in area – big
consideration
1/3 city’s wastewater.
Realignment of
Retreat Road
required.
Retreat is main
distributor/collector
east-west link
important.
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Bank stability
remediation required
around perimeter.

Mana whenua
concerns relate to
degree of
modification
required to
environment and
proximity of works
to the river.

Unknown what
proportion of cut
material will be
suitable for reuse as
fill elsewhere.
Severe lateral
spreading
Severe liquefaction
Standard remediation
need around
perimeter of lake.

Excavation of lake
may present
contaminated
material to be
disposed of offsite.
Multiple sites of
possible
contamination
Asbestos possible
Municipal landfill.

Concerns also relate
to any mixing of

Revised Version: May 2018

River flow would be
impacted.
Buffer back from river.
Variable ground levels
Extend into Avonside Girls’
High School –

Optimistic: $ 72,817,598
Expected: $ 87,408,104
Pessimistic: $ 163,953,896

Northern Relief sewer –
possible to relocate or
reduce lake to avoid
interference.
HAIL site and past landfill.
Better from a water
quality perspective:
higher.
Can include parking and
ancillary space.

Location

Options less than 2km
Option
Size / Area
ID

Events

Water Supply /
Quality

Impact on
environment / ecology
/ river

Impact on neighbouring
land use / flood risk

Impact on
infrastructure /
transport
Major cycleway
proposed.

Sensitive sites
(archaeological,
heritage and
cultural)
ground and surface
waters.

Geotechnical

Contamination

Assumptions

Costs

No. of
private
properties
affected

Risk profile

Bank stability
remediation required
around perimeter.

Excavation of lake
may present
contaminated
material to be
disposed of offsite.

Low risk option aside from
cultural values in the area.

Optimistic: $ 51,413,811

2

High

Possible asbestos
contamination.

If greater length, it goes
beyond New Brighton
Road.

Wāhi tapu/wāhi
taonga and wai
taonga should be
avoided.
Dallington /
Bottle Lake

10a
Northe
rn Site

Lake area: 28ha.
Lake dimensions: 985
x 332m.
Lake perimeter:
2318m.

Waka ama,
Short course
dragon
boating
(500m),
Triathlon.

Groundwater fed.

Local trees and
vegetation in the area.
Peat/land blown
existing trees and
vegetation.
Horseshoe Lake.

Stabilisation area:
2.3ha.

Ponding area – water
pumped out of
Horseshoe Lake.
Important flood way –
pumping station.
Within flood
management plan –
flood way path.

Stabilisation
perimeter: 4698m.

Wastewater main.
Water supply main
along New Brighton
Road.
Stormwater main and
discharges (combined
they form largest
pump station in
Christchurch).
Water supply
main/stormwater
main discharges
Horseshoe Lake.

Approx. lake
excavation m³:
1,246,849.

Wastewater pump
station and
wastewater main.
Stormwater pump
station and
stormwater mains
service Dallington.

Heritage and
archaeological sites
are close to lake
footprint.
Mana whenua
concerns relate to
degree of
modification
required to
environment and
proximity of works
to waterways.
Concerns also relate
to any mixing of
ground and surface
waters.
Wāhi tapu/wāhi
taonga and wai
taonga should be
avoided.

Option 10b

10b

Lake area: 14.9ha.
Lake dimensions: 1100
x 135m.
Lake perimeter:
2480m.
Stabilisation area:
4.4ha.
Stabilisation
perimeter: 5150m.
Approx. lake
excavation m³:
716,970.

Groundwater fed

Local trees and
vegetation in the area.

Ponding area – water
pumped out of
Horseshoe Lake.

Stormwater main and
discharges (combined
they form largest
pump station in
Christchurch).
Fibre optic cable
Power cable.
No strategic road links
in this entire area.
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Potential for lateral
spread
Thin
crust/liquefaction/late
ral spread.
Perimeter
remediation required,
potentially more
remediation required
at northern
(Horseshoe Lake) end.

Pesticides/horticult
ural usage/possible
asbestos – HAIL
sites.
Pesticides/service
station/possible
asbestos – HAIL
sites.

Heritage and
archaeological sites
are close to lake
footprint.
Mana whenua
concerns relate to
degree of
modification
required to
environment and
proximity of works
to waterways.
Concerns also relate
to any mixing of

Bank stability
remediation needed
around perimeter,
potentially more
remediation required
at north and south.

Pessimistic: $ 113,304,141

Benefits: other sporting
clubs close by. Not many
neighbours and hidden
from residences outside
the Area.
Groundwater could be
managed using the nearby
pump: Horseshoe Lake
pump station.
Elevated water level for
the lake ruled out
Benefits: good transport
access with New Brighton
Road.

Dynamic compaction
could be considered
due to proximity to
properties outside the
Area.

Fibre optic cable
Power cable.
No strategic road links
in this entire area –
realignment of New
Brighton Road around
bottom of lake to
extend
New Brighton Road
major utilities link.
Water supply main
along New Brighton
Road.

Unknown what
proportion of cut
material will be
suitable for reuse as
fill elsewhere.

Expected: $ 59,041,438
HAIL sites/dumps
adjacent.

210 pump station would
need realignment.

Excavation of lake
may present
contaminated
material to be
disposed of offsite.
Possible asbestos
contamination.
Pesticides/horticult
ural usage/possible
asbestos – HAIL
sites.
Pesticides/service
station/possible

Revised Version: May 2018

Hail sites adjacent

Optimistic: $ 42,585,834
Expected: $ 57,160,947
Pessimistic: $ 119,809,427

0

Location

Options less than 2km
Option
Size / Area
ID

Events

Water Supply /
Quality

Impact on
environment / ecology
/ river

Impact on neighbouring
land use / flood risk

Impact on
infrastructure /
transport
Realignment of New
Brighton Road around
top of lake required.
New Brighton Road
major utilities link.

Avondale
(north of
Breezes
Road)

12a

Lake area: 14ha.
Lake dimensions:
771 x 219m.
Lake perimeter:
1779m.

Waka ama,
short course
dragon
boating
(500m) and
triathlon.

Groundwater fed.

Local trees and
vegetation in the
Area.

Possible low level impact
on neighbouring land
outside the Area.

Required for flood
conveyance.

Water supply main –
small length,
Avondale Road.

Significant green zone
wastewater
management/
stormwater impacts
from outside the Area
to consider.

Stabilisation area: 3ha.
Stabilisation
perimeter: 3710m.
Approx. lake
excavation m³:
648,146.

Wastewater main –
small length,
Avondale Road.

Stormwater main –
small length,
Avondale Road.
Stormwater discharge
mains.

Manage surface water
from outside the Area
biggest issue.

Breezes Road
stormwater.

Could also discharge
to adjacent river.

Sensitive sites
(archaeological,
heritage and
cultural)
ground and surface
waters.

Geotechnical

Contamination

Assumptions

Costs

No. of
private
properties
affected

Risk profile

Would require river
diversion.

Optimistic: $ 31,613,004

0

High

1

High

asbestos – HAIL
sites.

Wāhi tapu/wāhi
taonga and wai
taonga should be
avoided.

Mana whenua
concerns relate to
degree of
modification
required to
environment and
proximity of works
to waterways.

Bank stability
remediation required
around perimeter.
Unknown what
proportion of cut
material will be
suitable for reuse as
fill elsewhere.

Concerns also relate
to any mixing of
ground and surface
waters.

Thin/weak crust,
lateral spreading.

Wāhi tapu/wāhi
taonga and wai
taonga should be
avoided.

Perimeter
remediation required
potentially more
remediation required
on western side of
lake.

Pump station 220.

Excavation of lake
may present
contaminated
material to be
disposed of offsite.
Hail sites –
pesticides, potential
asbestos, storage
tanks, and potential
waste fill.

Expected: $ 41,409,073
Local: no river diversion.
Pessimistic: $ 89,265,997
Potential to increase to
1000m long but would
have overflow issues from
flooding and interfere with
Breezes Road
infrastructure.
Highly flood prone area
but could have benefits if
worked in with.
Could add swale along
outside edge of lake.

600mm diameter
pumps via Breezes
Road for overland
flow.
Avondale Road is
main
distributor/collector.
Major cycleway
proposed.
Breeze Road
realignment proposal.
Breeze Road
connection across
area.

Burwood

13a

Lake area: 26ha.
Lake dimensions:
975 x 467m.
Lake perimeter:
2375m.
Stabilisation area:
3.8ha.
Stabilisation
perimeter: 4974m.

Waka ama
dragon
boating
(short course
500m) and
triathlon.

Groundwater fed.

Travis Wetland –
north and east.
Significant existing
trees and vegetation.
Realign Corser Stream.

(1000 x 80m
course).

Possible low level impact
on neighbouring land
outside the Area.

Avonside Drive.
Water supply main
along New Brighton
Road and Travis Road.

Anzac Dr and Travis
Road, SH 74.

Mana whenua
concerns relate to
degree of
modification
required to
environment and
proximity of works
to waterways.

New Brighton Road,
main
distributor/collector –
east/west link.

Concerns also relate
to any mixing of
ground and surface
waters.

3 stormwater sites.

Flood prone area.
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Bank stability
remediation required
around perimeter.

Possible low level
asbestos
contamination.

Unknown what
proportion of cut
material will be
suitable for reuse as
fill elsewhere.

Revised Version: May 2018

Could build a large local
multiple purpose
recreation facility.

Optimistic: $ 51,740,497

Put Corser Stream into the
river; discharge Travis
Wetland: high water
quality.

Pessimistic: $ 132,756,756

Pedestrian/cycle links
would need
consideration/improveme
nt. Treat intersection.

Expected: $ 65,376,058

Location

Options less than 2km
Option
Size / Area
ID

Events

Water Supply /
Quality

Impact on
environment / ecology
/ river

Impact on neighbouring
land use / flood risk

Approx. lake
excavation m³:
1,229,736.

New
Brighton

14

Lake area: 15.6ha.

Triathlon.

Groundwater fed.

Lake dimensions:
725 x 345m.

Wet areas feeding into
Travis Wetland.

Possible low level impact
on neighbouring land
outside the Area.

Local trees and
vegetation.

Lake perimeter:
1800m.

Sensitive sites
(archaeological,
heritage and
cultural)

Realign New Brighton
Road.

Wāhi tapu/wāhi
taonga and wai
taonga should be
avoided.

New Brighton Road –
main
distributor/collector

Mana whenua
concerns relate to
degree of
modification
required to
environment and
proximity of works
to waterways.

Palmer/Baker/Rawson
and Pratt Streets
provide important
connections to land
outside the Area.

Some areas protected
by Cockayne Reserve;
others in flood path
and important flood
conveyance.

Stabilisation area:
3.7ha.

Impact on
infrastructure /
transport

Anzac Dr –
SH/Wainoni – minor
arterial/proposed
cycleway.

Stabilisation
perimeter: 3750m.
Approx. lake
excavation m³:
754,970.

Wastewater main – 6
stormwater discharge
points.

Geotechnical

Contamination

Assumptions

Costs

No. of
private
properties
affected

Risk profile

Optimistic: $ 35,886,224

1

High

1

High

Realign New Brighton
Road along southern end
of lake.

Concerns also relate
to any mixing of
ground and surface
waters.
Wāhi tapu/wāhi
taonga and wai
taonga should be
avoided.

Bank stability
remediation required
around perimeter.
Unknown what
proportion of cut
material will be
suitable for reuse as
fill elsewhere.
Thin crust/major
lateral spreading and
high vulnerability to
liquefaction/thin
crust/lateral
spreading.

Excavation of lake
may present
contaminated
material to be
disposed of offsite.
HAIL sites –
storage/service
station/coal
yard/pesticide.
Possible asbestos
contamination
Some waste in fill.

Expected: $ 47,618,716
Pessimistic: $ 101,240,734

Local: extend into Kate
Shepard. Fill from Kate
Shepard – bird, faecal
matter issues.
Manage 600m long
stormwater from road.
Pump from groundwater
for swimming.
Could connect Travis
wetland through to River
and Estuary, Coastal
Pathway, Estuary master
plan.

Anzac Drive and New
Brighton Road
remediation most
likely required.

Two wastewater
pump stations, four
stormwater mains
cross.

Accessible from Travis
Road in the north or New
Brighton Road in the south
for construction.
Residents outside the Area
to the north east of the
lake may be impacted by
construction activity.

Water supply along
New Brighton Road.
Three stormwater
mains.
Bexley

15

Lake area: 30 ha.
Dimensions:
847m x 427m.
Lake Perimeter:
2200m.
Stabilisation area:
2.2ha.
Stabilisation
perimeter: 4,463m.

Waka ama,
Short course
dragon
boating
(500m),
Triathlon.

Groundwater fed.

Localised trees and
vegetation.
Swampy land in
places.

Impact of construction
on surrounding
properties would be
minimal as lake is within
the Area.
Adjoins two significant
reserves (Pages Reserve
and Harold Henry).
Very high flood prone
area – low lying reliant
on stormwater pumps at
mean tide level.

Wastewater pumping
station, wastewater
and supply mains.
Pages Road – minor
arterial; east-west link
important.
Major cycle way
proposed.
Pages Road is a
significant constraint.

Approx. lake
excavation m³:
1,250,266.

Borders Bexley
Wetland on south
(natural character of
the coastal
environment).
Mana whenua
concerns relate to
degree of
modification
required to
environment and
proximity of works
to river and estuary.
Concerns also relate
to any mixing of
ground and surface
waters.

Bank stability
remediation required
around perimeter.
Unknown what
proportion of cut
material will be
suitable for reuse as
fill elsewhere.
Thin crust – severe
lateral spreading.

Excavation of lake
may present
contaminated
material to be
disposed of offsite
Pest control.
HAIL site - waste
disposal, service
station, and
workshop.

All shallow fill
Perimeter
remediation required,
extra remediation of
Anzac drive and Pages
road likely to be
required.

Wāhi tapu/wāhi
taonga and wai
taonga should be
avoided.
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Not sure of land
conditions, uncontrolled
fill.

Optimistic: $ 46,766,712

Under significant risk from
sea level rise, rising
groundwater, climate
change.

Pessimistic: $ 111,674,906

Significant amounts of fill
required for stopbanks.
Buildability issue due to
sandy soils i.e. cave-in
Salt water hydraulic issues
permeating through sandy
soils into lake.
Benefits: increase tidal
zone.
Could build a saltwater
facility.
Could create a local
feature and add amenity
values for locals and
motorists along SH74.

Revised Version: May 2018

Expected: $ 56,744,131

Location

Avon Loop

Options Recreational
Option
Size / Area
ID

6a

Lake area: 1.2ha.

Events

Water Supply /
Quality

Impact on
environment / ecology
/ river

Impact on neighbouring
land use / flood risk

Impact on
infrastructure /
transport

Sensitive sites
(archaeological,
heritage and cultural)

Geotechnical

Contamination

Assumptions

Costs

Local
recreational.

Groundwater fed.

Established trees and
vegetation.

High flood risk – major
flow path. Would impact
flooding outside the
Area between Willow
and Hurley St.

Pump station
Bangor/Rover
intersection.

Heritage and
archaeological sites
are within lake
footprint.

Bank stability
remediation required
around perimeter.

Possible low level
asbestos
contamination.

Very small area would
reach full lake depth of
4m. Rest of lake would be
left at 1-2m depth so
usability and vegetation
growth in lake would be
questionable.

Optimistic: $ 6,559,864

Lake dimensions:
250 x 110m.
Stabilisation area:
1.3ha.

No major transport
links.

Stabilisation
perimeter:
1480m.

Mana whenua
concerns relates to
proximity of works to
river.
Concerns also relate
to any mixing of
ground and surface
waters.

Approx. lake
excavation m³:
71,678.

Unknown what
proportion of cut
material will be
suitable for reuse as
fill elsewhere.

No. of
private
properties
affected
1

Risk profile

1

Minor

1

Minor

Minor

Expected: $ 11,618,447
Pessimistic: $ 29,957,549

Stopbank along river
would be required to
protect from flooding as
this area is within a
flooding zone.

Thin, weak crust –
moderate to major
lateral spreading.

Wāhi tapu/wāhi
taonga and wai taonga
should be avoided.
Linwood
off line

7b

Lake area: 2.3 ha.

Local
recreational.

Groundwater fed.

Lake dimensions:
430 x 95m.

Protected tree and
established
trees/vegetation.

Possible low level impact
on neighbouring land
outside the Area.
Within flood
management area (City
Plan) overland flow
path.

Lake perimeter:
980m.

Stormwater main.
Stanmore Bridge.
Avonside
Drive/Woodham
Road
Linwood Avenue.

Stabilisation area:
1.8ha.

Approx. lake
excavation m³:
164,079.

8b

Lake area: 3.7ha.
Lake dimensions:
340 x 170m.

Mana whenua
concerns relate to
proximity of works to
river.
Concerns also relate
to any mixing of
ground and surface
waters.

Stabilisation
perimeter: 2040m.

Richmond
off line

Recorded heritage and
archaeological sites
are within lake
footprint.

Bank stability
remediation required
around perimeter
Severe lateral
spreading.

Excavation of lake
may present
contaminated
material to be
disposed of offsite.

Unknown what
proportion of cut
material will be
suitable for reuse as
fill elsewhere.

Two minor HAIL
sites, some fill
contains
contamination
Possible asbestos
contamination.

Minimal disruption for
neighbours outside the
Area.

Optimistic: $ 11,882,596

Construction would need
careful consideration as
river would need to be
realigned prior to
excavation of basin and
then re-diverted into
basin.

Pessimistic: $ 43,454,367

Expected: $ 17,560,996

River flow would be
impacted.

Wāhi tapu/wāhi
taonga and wai taonga
should be avoided.
Local
recreational.

Groundwater fed.

Area of major flow
paths.
Local trees and
vegetation in the area.

Possible low level impact
on neighbouring land
outside the Area.

Lake perimeter:
870m.

Within flood
Management Area (City
Plan).

Stabilisation area:
1.7ha.

Major flow path within
150m of Dudley Creek.

Northern Relief.
Stormwater and
wastewater pipes
would be affected.
River Road
Major cycle routes
identified.

6 NZAA sites in the
area. Older well
established gardens.

Bank stability
remediation required
around perimeter.

Mana whenua
concerns relate to
proximity of works to
river.

Severe area wide
lateral spreading on
west side.

Stabilisation
perimeter: 1860m.

Concerns also relate
to any mixing of
ground and surface
waters.

Approx. lake
excavation m³:
217,599.

Wāhi tapu/wāhi
taonga and wai taonga
should be avoided.
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Excavation of lake
may present
contaminated
material to be
disposed of offsite.
Two minor HAIL
sites.

Unknown what
proportion of cut
material will be
suitable for reuse as
fill elsewhere.

Revised Version: May 2018

Minimal disruption for
neighbours outside the
Area.

Optimistic: $ 13,898,546

Could use other parts of
the Area for staging and
storing during
construction.

Pessimistic: $ 46,199,298

Expected: $ 20,652,336

Location

Wainoni

Options Recreational
Option
Size / Area
ID

11a
Gayhurst

Lake area: 12.4 ha.

Events

Water Supply /
Quality

Impact on
environment / ecology
/ river

Impact on neighbouring
land use / flood risk

Impact on
infrastructure /
transport

Sensitive sites
(archaeological,
heritage and cultural)

Geotechnical

Contamination

Assumptions

Costs

Local
recreational.

Groundwater fed.

Local trees and
vegetation in the area.

Possible low level impact
on neighbouring land
outside the Area.

Realignment of
Gayhurst Road
required.

Heritage and
archaeological sites
near lake footprint.

Bank stability
remediation required
around perimeter.

Wastewater main
follows Gayhurst
Road 12A and 12B.

Mana whenua
concerns relate to
proximity of works to
river.

Thin/weak surface
crust – severe lateral
spread.

Strengthen riverbank and
realign Gayhurst Road
along Dallington Terrace to
protect link via Gloucester
Street.

Optimistic: $ 37,052,152

Within Flood
Management Area (City
Plan).

Excavation of lake
may present
contaminated
material to be
disposed of offsite.
Hail sites – low level
pesticides
Asbestos possible.

Gayhurst Road services
would need to be
relocated.

Pesticide, metal
treatment, garage.

Limited size and only
usable as recreation.

Lake dimensions:
650 x 280m.
Lake perimeter:
1590m.
Stabilisation area:
2ha.

Wainoni

11b
Porritt
Park (not
red
zone).

Water supply mains
McBratneys and
Halberg.

Stabilisation
perimeter: 3250m.

Concerns also relate
to any mixing of
ground and surface
waters.

Approx. lake
excavation m³:
685,911.

Wāhi tapu/wāhi
taonga and wai taonga
should be avoided.

Lake area: 14.7 ha.

Local
recreational.

Ground fed,
swimmable.

Lake dimensions:
360 x 175m.

Existing trees and
vegetation.
Swampy land, stream
from Ōtākaro Avon
River.

Lake perimeter:
870m.

Within flood
management area (City
Plan).

Stormwater from
surrounding land
outside the Area
flows into stream
surrounding Porritt
Park.

Former sports fields.

Avonside Drive.

Concerns also relate
to any mixing of
ground and surface
waters.

Stabilisation area:
0.9ha.
Stabilisation
perimeter: 1800m.

Wāhi tapu/wāhi
taonga and wai taonga
should be avoided.

Approx. lake
excavation m³:
225,085.

Option 18
Fitzgerald

18

Lake area: 2.3ha.
Lake dimensions:
520 x 43m.
Lake perimeter:
1135m.
Stabilisation area:
1.8ha.
Stabilisation
perimeter: 2385m.

Mana whenua
concerns relate to
proximity of works to
river.

Recreational

River fed

Existing trees and
vegetation.
Swampy land, stream
from Ōtākaro Avon
River.

Stormwater
pipelines may be
impacted, along
with other
infrastructure in
River Road.
Avonside Drive and
River Road.
Fitzgerald and
Stanmore Road
bridges.

Avonside Tennis Club
Mana whenua
concerns relate to
works within river and
impacts on river
geomorphology and
natural character.

Unknown what
proportion of cut
material will be
suitable for reuse as
fill elsewhere.

44

Risk profile

0

Minor

Moderate

Expected: $ 47,101,157
Pessimistic: $ 91,931,725

Isolated within red zone
which allows plenty of
room for construction
staging and storing of
materials.

Bank stability
remediation required
around perimeter.
Thin/weak surface
crust – severe lateral
spread.

Excavation of lake
may present
contaminated
material to be
disposed of offsite.

Stormwater pump
equipment may be
required for overland flow
due to stopbanks at north
of lake.
Stormwater diversion
required to maintain
Porritt Park loop.
Large amount of fill
required for stopbanks.

Optimistic: $ 11,151,050
Expected: $ 15,180,029
Pessimistic: $ 35,570,117

Potential positive
ecological benefits in the
long-term if design ties in
with existing stream that
runs around the length of
Porritt Park.

Unknown what
proportion of cut
material will be
suitable for reuse as
fill elsewhere.

Land is not owned by the
Crown. Council land
Is limited size and only
usable as recreation.
Bank stability
remediation needed
around perimeter.

Excavation of lake
may present
contaminated
material to be
disposed of offsite.

Wāhi tapu/wāhi
taonga and wai taonga
should be avoided.

Approx. lake
excavation m³:
34,743.
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No. of
private
properties
affected
0
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Optimistic: $ 7,283,429
Expected: $ 15,252,528
Pessimistic: $ 43,041,040
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Appendix A – Working assumptions
Number

Assumptions
Primary

1
2

3
4
5

The primary purpose or use of a flatwater body in the Area is yet to be defined. The purpose of the Technical
Feasibility Report is to identify a range of design options for consideration of a flatwater facility in the Area.
A range of design options suitable for hosting international flatwater sporting events, and local recreational lakes will
be considered. FISA course dimensions are as follows:
•
Minimum: 2100 x 113.5m wide, based on 8 x 12.5m lanes and 1 x 13.5m movement lane beside the course
(noted as special circumstances only).
•
Standard: 2120 x 135m wide, based on 8 x 13.5m lanes and 1 x 13.5m movement lane on each side of the
course.
•
Optimum: 2200 x 162m wide, based on 8x 13.5m lanes and 1x 27m movement lane on each side of the course.
Courses suitable for hosting international canoe and kayak, waka ama, dragon boating, triathlon and Masters rowing
events are 700m – 1000m in length.
The optimum water depth for a flatwater sporting and recreation facility is 4m at the natural groundwater level.
The scope of the Technical Feasibility Report does not extend to assessing whether the options are fit for purpose. This
will be addressed in the Indicative Business Case.
Cultural, community and social values, and economic cost benefit analysis will be addressed in the Indicative Business
Case.
Water Source/water quality

6

7
8

Water quality within the flatwater facility does not have to meet the primary contact recreation standard for boat
sports, but must at a minimum meet the secondary contact recreation standards. Meeting the primary contact
recreation standard is desirable.
That any discharge of water fulfils the standards of Canterbury Regional Council for discharge into the relevant
receiving waterbody.
The scale of services (water, wastewater, stormwater) required to service any ancillary facilities will be minor and
negligible relative to other matters being considered.
Flooding

9
10
11
12

That the waterbody and associated facilities are protected against nuisance flooding (and consequential
contamination) from a 10 year ARI (with climate change).
That stopbanks that protect existing houses outside the Area are incorporated into the design of the facility.
Existing levels of flood protection will remain or be enhanced.
Any significant flood discharges from water impounded above ground level will require a spillway or structures
requiring compliance with ANCOLD dam safety requirements.
River diversion

13
14

The effects of any increased tidal and saline influences as a result of a river diversion are assessed, and able to be
addressed through the design detailing.
New planting of the riparian margins of the diverted river will be consistent with the existing aesthetic quality and
values to the greatest extent possible.
Geotechnical

15
16

Geotechnical information for these areas will be obtained from the residential red zone Technical Area Summaries. No
specific ground investigation will be undertaken as part of the Technical Feasibility Report.
The groundwater can be controlled to allow for construction (with sufficient cost allowance).
Stormwater

17

That the design of stormwater management and treatment systems will meet:
•
The standards of any global consents held for stormwater discharge by the Council
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18

•
The Infrastructure Recovery Standard and Technical Guideline
•
The Waterways and Wetlands Drainage Guide.
Overland stormwater from high rainfall events will be diverted away from the waterbody for up to a 10 year ARI storm
event (including climate change; exception: in-river options). In larger events, stormwater may enter the waterbody.
Climate change

19

Climate change effects will be considered in accordance with Council guidelines of a 1m sea level rise and a 16%
increase in rainfall intensity.
Sensitive sites and features

20

Development of some options may result in the loss of protected trees, archaeological, ecological and culturally
significant sites and formally listed or informal heritage sites and features. These will be identified and considered in
the analysis.
Contamination

21
22

It has been assumed that all the sites contained in the Canterbury Regional Council HAIL database are in fact
contaminated, and excavation of material from these sites will require careful management.
Contaminated sites will be remediated.
Utilities

23
24

Utilities and infrastructure intercepted by the flatwater body will be diverted around the facility.
There will be a requirement for aesthetic enhancement of some degree of the flatwater body and surrounding area.
Adjoining land use

25

Options that include the use of land outside of the Area may be considered.
Data

26

Data and information regarding the current state of the area and infrastructure are considered a true representation
and are complete and accurate.
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Appendix B – Area subject to the Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor Regeneration Plan
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Appendix C –Design Options Site layout plans
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Appendix D – Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor Regeneration Area geotechnical considerations
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Appendix E – Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor Regeneration Area horizontal
infrastructure status
Stormwater, water Supply, wastewater, roading as at 13/03/2017.
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Appendix F – Cost breakdown
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Appendix G – Peer reviews
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